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ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE AND PARTICIPATION
MODE AS RELATED TO THE PRODUCTIVITY OF
HIGH AND LOW COHESIVE FORMAL
FACULTY GROUPS

Chapter 1
Introduction
All organizations are goal directed.

The degree to which any

organization achieves its formal goals is the major criterion for the
effectiveness of that organization.

Since the pioneer investigations

known as the "Hawthorne Studies," the factors influencing the produc
tivity of work groups as they affect formal goal attainment have been
c

of concern to organizational theorists, researchers, and administra
tors.

Traditionally, investigation within educational organizations

has been focused on the productivity of learners, not teachers.
Currently, teacher accountability and quality education serve as
catalysts stimulating research into the productivity of teachers.
In elementary schools, formal faculty groups are usually
formed along grades or levels.

For example, all fifth grade

teachers or all upper elementary level teachers may constitute a
formal faculty group within the organizational structure of the
school.

Such designated groups often share the same physical

space, have similar schedules, share materials, and interact
frequently during the school day (Hencley, McCleary, & McGrath,
1970).
The cohesiveness of all work groups is a significant factor
in group productivity.

As groups become more cohesive, norms

influencing attitudes and behavior of group members tend to develop
and increase in strength.

Highly cohesive groups are able to influence
1

the behavior of group members according to these group norms and to
sanction deviant members.

This conformity to group standards may

result In member behavior which either furthers or Impedes the
attainment of formal goals.
productivity.

High cohesiveness leads to uniform

The level of this uniform output is not predictable

as it may be either uniformly high or uniformly low (Back, 1951;
Coch & French, 1948; Festinger, Schacter, & Back, 1950; Roethlisberger
& Dickson, 1939; Schacter, Norris, McBride,

&

Gregory, 1951; Seashore,

1954).
Educational administrators in their pursuit of the basic
organizational goal of quality education should seek to marshal
the human resources and power in cohesive faculty groups toward
attainment of this vital goal.

It is the sophisticated administrator

who acknowledges that organizational disaster may result from
utilizing highly cohesive groups whose goals are contradictory to
organizational goals (Schein, 1970).
Every governmental, political, religious, or educational
organization has a climate which may be likened to the personality
of an individual.

This organizational climate may vary widely from

an open climate to a closed climate.

The behavior of employees is

affected by the climate of their organization as they themselves
perceive that climate.

Within the last 15 years, the relationship

of organizational climate to other factors has been a focal point
for organizational research (Halpin & Croft, 1963).

The creation

of an organizational climate within which group forces, such as
cohesiveness, are exerted toward organizational goals, rather than

counter to them, should be an administrative goal (Schein, 1970).
Behavioral scientists suggest that if people participate in
decision making concerning proposed change which will affect them, it
is possible to cause significant, desirable changes in human behavior.
Modes of participation differ concerning the degree of involvement
of the member in the decision-making process of the organization.
Group members may participate directly in policy decisions through
a peer member of their choice, or indirectly through an adminis
trative representative, not of their choice.

One result of member

participation could be higher productivity of work groups (Katz &
Kahn, 1966; Simon & Stedry, 1960).
In summary, groups tend to develop varying degrees of
cohesiveness, and norms tend to develop in highly cohesive groups
which guide behavior.

Highly cohesive groups develop norms which

influence productivity in the direction of the goals of the group
which may be antagonistic to or congruent with formal organizational
goals.

Participation in the decision-making process tends to cause

members to change and to support decisions which they are instrumentalf
in making.

Organizational climate affects the behavior of group

members as they perceive that climate.
Statement of the Problem
The problem central to this investigation was to determine
the effects which open and closed climate, and direct and indirect
group participation in decision making, have upon the productivity
of formal faculty groups possessing high or low cohesiveness.
to the following specific questions were sought:

Answers

a.

How is the degree of cohesiveness, high or low, related to

the productivity of formal groups?
b.

Do high and low cohesive groups differ in terms of

variability in production?
c.

How is organizational climate, open or closed, related to

the productivity of formal groups?
d.

How is participation mode, direct or indirect, related to

the productivity of formal groups?
e.

How are cohesiveness, organizational climate, and partici

pation mode jointly related to the productivity of formal groups?
From theory and research, eight hypotheses were generated which
predicted the relationships of these three variables to the produc
tivity of formal faculty groups.
Theoretical Background
The theory and resulting research concerning cohesiveness,
organizational climate, and participation mode as they relate to the
productivity of groups were examined.

The theory and empirical bases

of this study were found in the work of social psychologists and
industrial sociologists.

It was assumed that although there are

differences in the behavior of industrial work groups and formal
faculty groups, there are also commonalities due to the very nature
of human groups.

The hypothesized relationships tested in this study

have been generated from this theory base and the resulting empirical
investigations.
Cohesiveness
Much of the theoretical basis of this study is rooted in the

discussions of Field Theory by Lewin (1951).

Cohesiveness, one of the

key concepts of Field Theory, may be defined as "the total field of
forces which act upon members to remain in the group [.Festinger et al.
1950, p. 164 ]." Lewin treated the group as an object in the life
space of a person.

The valence or attractiveness of the group for any

particular person depends upon the nature and strength of his needs
and upon the perceived suitability of the group for satisfying these
needs (Lewin, 1951).
The theory of cooperation and competition expounded by
Deutsch (1949b) generated the general hypothesis that members of
more cohesive (cooperative) groups would behave differently under
conditions of success than members of less cohesive (competitive)
groups.

He hypothesized that the behavior of cohesive groups would

be characterized by the following:

acceptance of other group members

as substitutable for similarly intended actions of their own] more
acceptance of influence or inductions from other members; and the
likelihood that actions of other group members would be perceived
positively.

Subsequent research by Deutsch (1949a) supported these

hypotheses.
Festinger (1950), influenced by Lewin (1947), formulated
the Theory of Informal Social Communication concerning group
interaction.

Pressures for uniformity of opinion exists in groups;

the two sources of these pressures are "group locomotion" and "social
reality." Because groups have goals, it is sometimes necessary for
group members to hold similar opinions in order to move toward goal
attainment.

If there is no physical reality against which to validate

an opinion, pressures arise within the group to produce "spcial
reality" through agreement (Festinger, 1950).
Festinger (1950) hypothesized that one of the variables
which would affect the strength of the pressures toward uniformity
was group cohesiveness.

It was specifically hypothesized that the

greater the cohesiveness of a group, the greater the pressures
toward uniformity.
Likert (1961) has stressed the importance of an administrator
creating highly cohesive work groups holding high performance norms.
An overlapping group organization utilizing groups in problem
solving and decision making, supportive behavior by supervisors,
and group performance evaluation and goal setting were stressed.
Cohesive groups are effective in mobilizing the efforts of members
either toward or against the fulfillment of the formal goals of the
organization.

Likert seems to suggest that the objectives of an

organization would be significantly advanced if groups were highly
cohesive and possessed norms representing high standards of
productivity and performance.
Cartwright and Zander (1968), reinforcing Festinger (1950),
have refined the theory concerning cohesiveness.

Group cohesiveness

results from forces acting upon members to stay in the group.

These

forces arise from the attractiveness of the group and from the
attractiveness of alternative memberships.

The norms of cohesive

groups will cause members to exert .strong pressures on any deviate.
The greater the cohesiveness of the group, the stronger the pressures
for uniformity would be, if this uniformity serves the group goal.

Organizational Climate
Organizational climate has been defined as:
a relatively enduring quality of the internal environment of
an organization that a) is experienced by its members, b) influences
their behavior and c) can be described in terms of the value of a
particular set of characteristics (or attributes) of the organiza
tion [ Tagiuri, 1968, p. 27 ].
The term "organizational climate" appeared in the literature
as early as 1955 when Cornell (1955) defined it as
a delicate blending of interpretations (or perceptions as
social psychologists would call it) by persons in the organiza
tion of their jobs or roles in relationship to others and their
interpretations of the roles of others in the organization
[ p. 222 ].
Several years later, Argyris (1958) stressed the importance of inter
personal relationships within a bank organization as these relation
ships tended to determine the "climate" of such an organization.
Katz and Kahn (1966) stressed that every organization including
educational institutions possesses a unique culture or climate.
The organization is viewed as performing a type of socializing
function as the organizational climate envelops and influences new
members.
Several organizational theorists, notably McGregor (1960)
and Schein (1970), have used similar terms to denote essentially the
same overall construct.

McGregor wrote about the "psychological

climate" created by the varied subtle behavior manifestations of

managerial attitude.

Attitudes concerning assumptions about management

are revealed in the daily behavior of administrators and thus this
"psychological climate" is created.

Schein used the concept of

"managerial climate" in his analysis of the effects of organizations
on individuals.

He perceived "managerial climate" as determined

primarily by the prevailing organizational assumptions concerning
the nature of man.

"Managerial climate" was viewed as a factor

related to the degree to which groups could solve psychological
needs.
The effective integration of organizational and personal
needs probably requires a climate based on the assumptions of
Complex Man because groups are not the right answer to all
problems at all times [ Schein,.1970, p. 87 ].
Halpin has been closely associated with the construct of
organizational climate.

"The organizational climate can be construed

as the organizational 'personality' of a school; figuratively,
'personality' is to the individual what 'climate' is to the organiza
tion [ Halpin & Croft, 1963, p. 1 ]." Halpin (1966) suggested that
there are many variables which co-vary with the organizational
climate of a school.

An instrument designed by Halpin and Croft

(1963), the "Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire,"
was used in this investigation to measure the organizational climate
in elementary schools as perceived by the classroom teachers in these
schools.

In particular, it was hypothesized that the perceived

behavior of principals and teachers from schools that scored high on
Openness would be significantly different from the perceived behavior

of those from schools which scored low on Openness.
Participation
The idea that "significant changes in human behavior can be
brought about rapidly if the persons who are expected to change
participate in deciding what the change shall be and how it shall be
made" has been called the "participation hypothesis [ Simon & Stedry,
1969, p. 295 ]." Participation has been defined as the "engagement
of the individual in the system so that he is involved in the
decisions which affect him as a system member [ Katz & Kahn, 1966,
p. 381 ]."
The character and degree of participation may vary widely,
but essentially it is a matter of some degree of control by sub
ordinates over work-related matters.

Different modes of participation

may have different effects, but, in general, participation tends to
reduce some of the frustrations attached to low rank positions.
allows the worker to participate in the administrative role.

It

This

participation should affect positively worker motivation to produce
(Leavitt, 1958; Likert, 1961; Tannenbaum, 1966).
McGregor (1966) stressed the importance of the degree of
the employee's involvement in the managerial process.

Employees

exercise self-direction and become involved in working toward the
objectives of the organization to the degree that they are committed
to these objectives.

The determining factor is the perception of the

situation by the employees, irrespective of the objective reality.
McGregor (1960) espoused Theory Y to replace Theory X.

When

a superordinate involves subordinates in making decisions which affect
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them, he must provide opportunities for true participation, not just
merely the illusion of participation.

Problems or issues must be

relevant and appropriate to the subordinates so that worker involve
ment seems logical.

Participation in decision making is not decision

making; decisions are made by one accountable person who is held respon
sible for the decision.
Likert (1961, 1967) is a major proponent of the participative
style of management.

He has developed a diagnostic chart which many

businessmen have used to indicate the type of management existing in
the most successful company the executives can recall.

Invariably,

a profile of a "participative" management system results, rather than
any of the more "authoritative" systems shown on the diagnostic chart.
Secondly, the businessmen repeat the procedure while thinking of the
least successful company they can call to mind.
shows a strongly "authoritative" system.

This profile usually

Finally, the executives

describe their own organizations or suborganizations.

Usually, the

resulting profiles fall somewhere in the middle on the continuum
from "exploitive authoritative" to "participative."
Likert (1961, 1967) maintains that human resources are just
as valuable to the organization as are tangible assets.

"Authoritative"

management often results in the loss of human resources in order to
gain temporary tangible profits.

The sustained, long-range implementa

tion of "participative" management will result in more profitable
long-range results than the popular vacillation between the
"authoritative" and "participative" management styles as reflected
by the chart profiles of many executives.

11

One specific characteristic of the four management systems
which Likert (1961, 1967) lists and describes is the character of the
decision-making process.

Under the participative group system,

decision making is accomplished widely throughout the organization,
workers are motivated to implement decisions because of participa
tion in decision making, and decision making is based on a group
pattern of operation with goals established by means of group
participation.

It is cautioned that change from one management

system to another is slow, and a precipitous decision to abandon
participative management as unworkable is a mistake.
The description of the theoretical norm of participative
management stressed the "linking pin concept," an organizational
structure composed of overlapping sets of groups, not individuals.
Members would exert influence on all parts of the organization
through this overlapping structure.

Every member would identify

with organizational goals and group goals.

The source of pressure

for production would be the members themselves rather than pressure
from a superior (Likert, 1961, 1967).
The theoretical basis of the classic illustration of the
effects of participation in decision making was rooted in the Field
Theory of Lewin (1947).

Coch and French (1948) theorized that two

types of forces are involved in studying production as a quasistationary equilibrium.

One force acts on productivity in a downward

direction; a second force acts on productivity in an upward direction.
At equilibrium these forces are equal in strength.
After a change in jobs, a quasi-stationary equilibrium at a

12

lower production level was found In those groups not allowed partici
pation in a change process.

The forces remained static during a 30-

day period following change.

The group of workers allowed either of

two modes of participation reached a quasi-stationary equilibrium of
a different type in production.

The resultant forces upward and

downward changed during the 30-day period following change.
of equilibrium gradually rose.

The point

The resultant of both forces was in

the direction of the equilibrium level.

Each resultant force, upward

or downward, toward equilibrium has three main component forces.
The forces influencing productivity downward are job difficulty,
avoidance of strain, and the group standards restricting productivity.
The forces influencing productivity upward are production goals,
supervisory pressures, and group standards of competition.
Hypotheses, generated from Field Theory, predicted relation
ships concerning the degree of participation and productivity under
change conditions.

Group participation in decision making tended

to modify, and in some cases to remove, group resistance to change,
and to establish production at a high level.

Lack of participation

tended to result in worker resistance to change and to the establish
ment of lower levels of productivity.
An adaptation of "A Simplified Model of the Small Group
[ Golembiewski, 1965, pp. 91, 102, ]" has been used as a theoretical
basis supporting the various hypotheses which predicted the main
effects and the expected linear relationships. Specifically, the
j
hypothesis was made that the productivity of highly cohesive faculty
groups permitted a direct participation mode in schools with open

13

organizational climates will be greater than the productivity of like
groups permitted an indirect participation mode in schools with closed
organizational climates (see Figure 1).
Definitions, Constructs, and Hypotheses
In this study, the two assigned variables, cohesiveness and
organizational climate, are constructs which required specific
definition and operationalization.

The manipulated variable, direct

or indirect participation mode, was specifically defined for the
purposes of this investigation.

Productivity, the dependent variable,

was defined, and its measurement detailed.

Hypotheses predicted the

expected relationships between productivity and cohesiveness;
productivity and organizational climate; productivity and participa
tion mode; and specific linear relationships of these variables to
productivity.

The hypothesized relationships investigated in this

study were generated from Field Theory, the model adapted from
Golembiewski (1965), and the resulting empirical investigations as
discussed in Chapter 2.
Cohesiveness
The literature concerning the properties of small groups is
replete with definitions of cohesiveness.

Illustrative of the

diversity to be found are the following definitions found in the
literature:

morale, efficiency, interpersonal attraction, attraction

to group, physical proximity, and group solidarity.
generally accepted definition of this construct.

There is no

Nonetheless,

cohesiveness
occupies a prominent place in small group analysis.

The
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exploitation of its relations with structural, style, and
population variables can reasonably be expected to add to the
theoretical practical development of small group analysis
[ Golembiewski, 1962, p. 170 ].
To complicate further the definition problem, "a standard all
purpose procedure for measuring group cohesiveness does not yet exist
[ Cartwright & Zander, 1968, p. 95 ]." Cohesiveness has been variously
measured by the ratio of in-group to out-group choice; desire to remain
in the group; ratio of "we" remarks to "1" remarks during group
discussion; ratings of friendliness; and a group projective test.
The degree of cohesiveness has been experimentally induced through
a set of instructions or through event manipulation.

In other

studies, the degree of cohesiveness already present in groups has
been measured as was the case in this study.
Cohesiveness, therefore, is a multidimensional construct
whose definition and measurement have been the subject of debate.
In this study, the empirical investigations of Seashore (1954)
concerning the relationship of cohesiveness to productivity lent
support to the theory base which generated the hypotheses concerning
the relationship between these two variables.

Seashore accepted the

definition first advanced by Festinger (1950) and later accepted by
Cartwright and Zander (1968).

Conceptually, Seashore defined

cohesiveness as "attraction to the group or resistance to leaving
[ p. 11 ]." This definition was accepted for purposes of this
investigation.
Operationally, cohesiveness is

16

defined In such a way that a group will be said to have a high
degree of cohesiveness If the members 1) perceive themselves to be
a part of a group, 2) prefer to remain In the group rather than
to leave, and 3) perceive their group to be better than other
groups with respect to the way the men get along together, the
way they help each other, and the way they stick together
[ Seashore, 1954, p. 36 ].
Seashore (1954) offers support for the combination of the responses
from the five questions Into a single Index of cohesiveness by
reporting the degree of lntercorrelatlon among the responses.

The

Instrument by Seashore was altered In order to measure cohesiveness
In an educational setting as opposed to an Industrial setting.

For

example, "work group" has been changed to "faculty group" and "men"
to "teachers."

For this study, cohesiveness was operationally defined

as the mean score of the faculty group members on an altered version
of the Seashore Index of Group Cohesiveness (pp. 36-37).
Hypotheses predicting the relationships between cohesiveness
and productivity are based on theory as discussed and upon the results
of empirical Investigation.

As a group becomes more cohesive, norms

Influencing group members tend to become stronger, causing members
to exhibit more uniform behavior and attitudes (Back, 1951; Coch &
French, 1948; Festinger et al., 1950).

Highly cohesive groups

direct more communication toward deviates than do low cohesive
groups.

When a deviate falls to join the consensus In highly

cohesive groups, he Is rejected more emphatically than In low
cohesive groups (Schacter, 1951).

Cohesiveness Is directly related
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to the degree of member influence on each member; the direction of
the influence determines the productivity of the group.

Highly

cohesive groups are more successful than low cohesive groups in
decreasing production (Schacter et al., 1951; Zaleznik, Christensen,
& Roethlisberger, 1958).

Conformity to group norms was found to be

significantly greater in highly cohesive groups than in low cohesive
groups, regardless of the direction of the norm (Berkowitz, 1954).
Production is essentially a socially determined phenomenon
and is "an expression of conformity to or deviation from a norm of
behavior which informally prescribes what the group expects of its
members [ Zaleznik et al., 1958, p. 222 ]." Workers in highly
cohesive groups are either more or less productive on the average
than workers in low cohesive groups; but in highly cohesive groups,
workers are more uniform in their productivity regardless of the
level of productivity.
in performance.

Low cohesive groups tend to be more average

Production variance between groups tends to be

greater for the more cohesive groups than for the less cohesive
groups (Seashore, 1954).
The previously discussed theory and research led to the
prediction of the expected relationship between cohesiveness and
productivity.

This relationship is stated in Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 1.

The productivity of highly cohesive faculty

groups will not be greater, at a statistically significant level,
than the productivity of low cohesive faculty groups.
The previously discussed theory and research led to the
prediction of the expected effects of cohesiveness on productivity.
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This prediction is stated in Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 2.

The variance in productivity among highly

cohesive faculty groups will be greater, at a statistically signifi
cant level, than the variance in the productivity among low cohesive
faculty groups.
These two hypotheses concern the relationship of cohesiveness to
productivity.
Organizational Climate
The construct of organizational climate refers to the unique
internal environment present in a school as it is perceived by the
teachers in that school.

The behavior of principals and of teachers,

as both are perceived by the teachers, creates the perceived reality
of this organizational climate.
The organizational climate of the elementary schools involved
in this study was measured by the '^Organizational Climate Description
Questionnaire" (OCDQ) developed by Halpin and Croft (1963).

This

instrument contains 64 Likert-type items on a 4-point forced-choice
scale which allowed the respondent to indicate to what extent the
behavior described by the item characterizes the climate of his school.
From the scores on the eight subtests, a profile of the organizational
climate of the school was developed.

This allowed all the schools

in the original sample to be placed on a continuum from an open to a
closed organizational climate.

The labeling of two groups of schools,

"open climate schools" and "closed climate schools," was then
possible.
An early major attempt to observe and control objectively the
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climate variable in group life was the study which investigated inter
personal interactions of children in differing social climates (Lewin,
Lippitt, & White, 1939).

In the Iowa investigation by Lippitt, the

social climate resulting from different leadership styles produced
significant differences among several groups.
Argyris (1958) attempted to describe systematically the factors
which comprise organizational climate in a study of the organizational
relationships in a bank.

The creation of a climate of openness and

trust in all interpersonal relationships was urged as a result of the
findings of this study.
In a study of industrial work groups (Seashore, 1954), it was
found that when group members perceive the company as providing a
"supportive setting" for the group, the production goal was set
toward higher productivity by the group.

When the company was

perceived as not providing a "supportive setting" the goal tended to
be toward restriction of output.
The previously discussed theory and research led to the
prediction of the expected relationship between organizational climate
and productivity.

This relationship is stated in Hypothesis 3.

Hypothesis 3.

The productivity of faculty groups in schools

with open organizational climates will be greater, at a statistically
significant level, than the productivity of faculty groups in schools
with closed organizational climates.
High cohesiveness was found to be associated with either high
or low production norms in an industrial setting.

The highly cohesive

groups were above average in performance when they accepted company
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and below average when they rejected company goals.

Thus, highly

cohesive groups differed from the formally established norm of pro
ductivity more frequently and In a greater amount than low cohesive
groups.

These deviations were toward either high or low production.

The direction of the deviation was found to be a function of the
members1 perception of the environmental support or organizational
climate (Seashore, 1954).
This research led to the prediction of the expected effect of
organizational climate on the relationship between group cohesiveness
and productivity.

This prediction Is stated In Hypothesis 4.

Hypothesis 4.

The productivity of highly cohesive faculty

groups in schools with open organizational climates will be greater.
at a statistically significant level, than the productivity of highly
cohesive faculty groups in schools with closed organizational
climates.
It should be noted that since the development of the
'^Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire" (Halpin & Croft,
1963) and the "Stern-Steinhoff Climate Index" (Stern, 1963), it has
been possible to measure the climate of educational organizations.
These two instruments have been utilized many times for this purpose
(Owens, 1970).

No research was located which studied the relation

ship of organizational climate to other factors as hypothesized and
investigated in this study.
Participation
Participation is the engagement of teachers in the school
system so that they are involved in the making of decisions which
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affect them as members of that school system.

Essentially, participa

tion means some degree of involvement by teachers in school related
matters.
Two discrete participation modes constituted the active
variable in this study, i.e., Direct Participation mode and Indirect
Participation idode.

Direct Participation mode refers to the engage

ment or involvement of the teacher in the decision-making process
through a peer member of the formal faculty group who is chosen
by that group.

Indirect Participation mode refers to the engagement

or involvement of the teacher in the decision-making process through
an administrative representative not chosen by the formal faculty
group.
Some empirical evidence supports the "participation hypothesis
[ Simon & Stedry, 1969, p. 295 ]." Group decisions which have been
derived through social interaction and participation tend to receive
more support and implementing action than those handed down
authoritatively (Bass & Leavitt, 1963; Bennett, 1955; Coch & French,
1948; Radke & Klisurich, 1947).
A demonstration of the power of participation utilized three
degrees of participation in work teams involved in industrial
production changes (Coch & French, 1948).

"Total participation"

involved the entire work group discussing and consenting to change;
"representative participation" involved the use of a few members of
each team in the discussion; and "no participation" relied on the
issuance of orders by management.

The highest production levels were

achieved in the "total participation" groups; second highest in the
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"representative participation" groups; and lowest in the "no participa
tion" groups (Coch & French, 1948).
The previously discussed theory and research led to the
prediction of the expected relationship between participation mode and
productivity.

This relationship is stated in Hypothesis 5.

Hypothesis .5, The productivity of faculty groups permitted
a direct participation mode will be greater, at a statistically
significant level, than the productivity of faculty groups permitted
an indirect participation mode.
Previously stated evidence has indicated that highly cohesive
groups tend to develop high consensus concerning norms of productivity.
This led to the prediction of the expected effect of cohesiveness on
the relationship between productivity and participation mode.

This

expected effect is stated in Hypothesis 6.
Hypothesis 6.

The productivity of highly cohesive faculty

groups permitted a direct participation mode will be greater, at a
statistically significant level, than the productivity of highly
cohesive faculty groups permitted an indirect participation mode.
Previously stated evidence has indicated that organizational
climate, open or closed, tends to affect the productivity level of
groups.

This led to the prediction of the expected effect of

organizational climate on the relationship between participation
and productivity.

This expected effect is stated in Hypothesis 7.

Hypothesis 7.

The productivity of faculty groups in schools

with open organizational climates, permitted a direct participation
mode, will be greater, at a statistically significant level, than
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the productivity of faculty groups in schools with closed organizational
climates, permitted an indirect participation mode.
An adaptation of "A Simplified Model of the Small Group" by
Golembiewski (1965, pp. 91, 102) was used as the theoretical basis
for the hypothesis involving the linear relationships among cohesive
ness, organizational climate, and participation mode as they affect
the productivity of faculty groups.

This model and previously stated

theory and research led to the prediction of the expected linear
relationship as stated in Hypothesis 8 (see Figure 1).
Hypothesis 8.

The productivity of highly cohesive faculty

groups permitted a direct participation mode in schools with open
organizational climates will be greater, at a statistically signifi
cant level, than the productivity of highly cohesive faculty groups
permitted an indirect participation mode in schools with closed
organizational climates.
Productivity
Productivity is "a composite measure essentially reflecting
the amount of work done [ Forehand, 1968, p. 69 ]." Productivity was
measured by computing the mean number of ideas generated by formal
faculty groups in a 15-minute structured brainstorming session.
These ideas were generated in response to a problem designed to be
relevant to teachers.

Ideas were listed on numbered tally sheets

which were supplied to all groups.

This procedure measured the

productivity of each faculty group by computing the number of units,
ideas, per unit time, 15 minutes (Davis, 1969).
In an industrial setting, the measurement of productivity is
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a relatively uncomplicated procedure as the number of objects produced
by a certain worker or group of workers within a designated unit of
time can be computed with ease.

The product produced by teachers

is not a tangible object which can be subjected to counting or to
various physical examinations known as quality control procedures.
However, teachers do operate within a realm of imagination,
ingenuity, and ideas.

The teaching act is not governed by precise

recipes guaranteed to produce specific learnings.

The manifold

number of variables present in the teaching-learning interaction
require a teacher to be innovative and flexible.

Ryan (1960) in

his extensive study of the characteristics of teachers recognized
the desirability of teachers exhibiting imaginative behavior.

When

a teaching strategy fails to cause fulfillment of a previously
defined behavioral objective, another technique, another material,
or another approach must be tried.

In other words, another idea of

the teacher must be implemented so that learning may take place.
With these considerations in mind, the number of ideas generated
in brainstorming sessions was chosen as a measure of the productivity
of formal faculty groups.
In Chapter 2, the research relevant to the stated problem and
to the hypotheses will be reviewed.

The research setting and

methodology, to include a description of the sample population,
the instruments and the research design, will be described in
Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 will include an analysis of the data concerning

the relationship of cohesiveness, organizational climate, and
participation mode to the productivity of formal faculty groups.

In
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Chapter 5, a discussion of the findings, conclusions, and implications
for administrative practice and research will be made.

Chapter 2
Relevant Research
A review of past empirical investigations which have implica
tions for this study and which support the hypotheses of this study
is presented in Chapter 2.

This relevant research is summarized

under the following sections:

(a) Development of group norms,

(b) Group cohesiveness and conformity to group norms,
(c) Organizational climate, (d) Participation, and (e) Summary.
Development of Group Norms
Mayo (1933) and Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939) conducted
a series of research Investigations, known as the "Hawthorne Studies,"
from 1927 to 1932 in the Western Electric Company in New York.

The

original purpose of these investigations was to test the effects of
various physical conditions on worker productivity.

The hypotheses

tested relationships predicted by scientific management or the
"economic man" theory of Taylor (1911).

Independent variables

included illumination, rest periods, refreshments, length of the
work day, temperature, and payment system.

This series of studies

has become a widely quoted classic in the field of human organizational
behavior.
In the initial Relay Assembly Room experiment, the subjects
were six female workers selected from those workers who were neither
high nor low producers.

Irrespective of the manipulations of the

independent variables, production of this small group rose over a
period of 1 year.

In a final experimental period, the workers were
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returned to their original preexperimental work conditions, and
productivity increased to a new high level.

The researchers concluded

that more powerful forces than the experimental conditions were
operating which controlled productivity.

The workers acted, not as

individuals, but as an integrated social organization possessing its
own leadership, goals, and rules of conduct.

The primary goal of the

group was to increase output despite adverse and varying physical
conditions.
In the Bank Wiring Observation Room investigation, the
effects of wage incentives on production were studied.

An observer

and 14 male workers were placed in a room where the standard factory
atmosphere was maintained.

The level of productivity remained steady

despite wage incentives offered by management to increase production.
A worker who increased output was pressured by the group not to be
a "rate buster"; a worker who decreased output was pressured by the
group not to be a "chiseler." The same social phenomenon appeared
as had been evident in the Relay Assembly Room experiment, an
influential social group emerged with its own special rules and
obligations.

In this instance, the goal of the group was restriction

of output to achieve an unvarying level of output.

The workers did

not want to jeopardize their jobs by working at a higher rate than
the pay plan assumed.
In summary, the major contribution of the "Hawthorne Studies"
was the highlighting of the social pressures which group members may
exert on individual members to conform to group norms of production.
When these two cited studies were compared, it is observed that the
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direction o£ these group pressures may be toward increasing or
restricting output depending upon the goals and norms of the group.
The scientific method used by these early researchers has
been widely evaluated and criticized (Carey, 1967; Hiller & Form,
1951; Viteles, 1954).

Major criticisms include clinical bias,

promanagement bias, and low external validity.

Data were not kept

on the output of a control group of workers in the Relay Assembly
Room experiment and the size of the population, 5 and 14, was too
small to yield statistically reliable data.

Even with these

limitations, the "Hawthorne Studies" acted as a major stimulus
to the empirical investigation of the human group in organizations.
Sherif (1936) conducted a laboratory study of the development
of social norms.

The judgment of a subject when the external frame

of reference was eliminated was investigated under individual and
group conditions.

It was hypothesized that, over time and in the

absence of an external frame of reference, an individual in a
group situation would adopt the general frame of reference of the
particular group (Sherif, 1936).
In the Columbia University psychological laboratory, graduate
and undergraduate male students were exposed to the phenomenon known
as the autokinetic effect, both individually and in groups.

To

achieve this effect, a spot of light is projected in a totally
darkened room.

Because human eyes are constantly moving, the spot

will appear to move, although in reality it is stationary.

The 19

subjects in the individual situation noted the direction and degree
of apparent movement of the spot of light.

Then the subjects were
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placed in a group situation utilizing a total of 40 subjects.
the direction and degree of movement were noted.

Again,

In the third phase

of the experiment, the 19 subjects were returned to the individual
situations where they responded to the autokinetic effect for the
third time (Sherif, 1936).
Graphs were constructed to show the number of inches that the
light was reported to move by the subjects under each of the three
experimental conditions.

It was found that when a subject observed

the phenomenon alone, he established a norm peculiar to himself.
When this same person was placed in a group situation, the norms of
the individual tended to converge toward a new group norm.

This

convergence was not as close if the subject had operated in the group
situation prior to the individual situation.

When the subject again

faced the autokinetic effect alone, his judgments reflected the
group norm rather than his previously stated individually defined
norm as a basis for judging movement (Sherif, 1936).
Asch (1951) studied the social and personal conditions which
cause individuals to resist or to yield to group pressures when these
pressures are perceived to be contrary to sensory evidence.

Groups

of eight male college students, only one of whom was naive, made
a series of judgments concerning the length of a given vertical line
when it was compared to three other lines.

Each subject stated in

turn which of the three lines matched the given line in length.
The single naive subject was placed in a situation where all of his
supposed group confederates gave unanimous, but grossly incorrect,
judgments.

These seven judgments seemed to contradict the visual
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evidence of the subject.
Following all the trials, a table was constructed which showed
the length of all lines, the correct responses, the group response,
and the majority error in inches.

The results showed a marked

movement toward the incorrect majority; however, 68% of the critical
subjects gave estimates which were correct despite the pressure of
the majority.

Extreme individual differences were noted in the

amount of yielding to majority pressure; one-third of the subjects
made errors in the direction of the majority in at least one-half
of the trials while one-fourth showed no distortion and, therefore,
no yielding.

Subjects yielded to group pressure less often if at

least one person supported the judgment of the subject (Sherif,
1936).
Group Cohesiveness and Conformity to
Group Norms
Coch and French (1948) in their study of the effects of
varying degrees of worker participation on resistance to change
found a relationship between cohesiveness and resistance to change.
It was concluded that the degree of cohesiveness within worker
subgroups and the attitudes of these groups affected the amount of
resistance to change.

A highly cohesive group with negative

attitudes toward management displayed the strongest resistance to
change.

Conversely, highly cohesive groups possessing positive

cooperative attitudes toward management accepted change the most
readily.

High cohesion seemed to provide internal group strength

that allowed members to express aggression in the form of resistance
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to change.

Low cohesive groups also resisted change, but not to the

degree which groups possessing high cohesiveness and negative attitudes
toward management resisted change.
As In the "Hawthorne Studies," It was found that highly
cohesive groups tended to establish a group standard or norm con
cerning production.

This operated to depress production.

An example

of this occurred when the new presser at the Harwood plant surpassed
the production of other group members.

She became the group scape

goat and the object of ridicule until she depressed production.
When this group dissolved, the production of this presser rose from
46 to 96 units within 4 days.

The motivational forces Induced In an

Individual by a cohesive group were stronger than those Induced by
management toward higher output.

The power of the grcup standard

appeared to be determined by the degree of group cohesiveness.

The

means by which cohesiveness was measured In the study was not
reported (Coch & French, 1948).
Festinger, Schacter, and Back (1950) Investigated the nature
and operation of group standards in two housing projects occupied by
families of students from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The

Westgate project where 100 families lived was arranged in a U-shaped
court; the Westgate West project where 170 families lived was arranged
in rows of apartments.

The families were interviewed concerning

their attitudes toward an existing tenant organization and degree
of their participation in this organization.
types of attitude patterns were distinguished.

From this data, four
Differences in

attitude when computed using chi square yielded a

= 37.86, £ < .01,
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and the difference in activity when computed revealed a X =12.42,

j> < .01.

From this data, it was concluded that group norms which

caused a uniformity of attitude were operating at tfestgate, but not
at Westgate West.
In Westgate, the ratio of in-court to out-court friendship
choices was computed to determine the degree of cohesiveness present
in the various courts.

Using rank order correlation, it was found

that the more cohesive the court, the smaller the proportion of
people who deviated from the previously ascertained group standards.
This was determined by a correlation of the percentage of deviates
and the proportion of in-court choices.

The negative correlations

of -..53, significant at the .15 level of confidence, indicated that
the more cohesive the court the smaller the proportion of deviates
from group standards.
In Westgate West, the low cohesive project, there was no
significant relationship between the uniformity of behavior within
a building and the cohesiveness of the building.
did not appear to be operating in this project.

Group standards
The rank order

correlation between the percentage of deviates and the proportion of
in-building choices revealed no significant relationship.
In summary, Festinger, Schacter, and Back (1950) showed that
a greater change of opinion in the direction of consensus was achieved
in highly cohesive groups than in low cohesive groups.

In the highly

cohesive courts, there was a high significant negative correlation
between the sociometric measure of cohesiveness and the percentage of
deviates.

Deviates in highly cohesive courts tended to receive far
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fewer sociometric choices than those who conformed to the opinion of
the majority.

The distribution of means of in-court and out-court

choices was computed.

The results were significant at the .07 level

of confidence for choices given and at the .17 level of confidence
for choices received.
Schacter, Norris, McBride, and Gregory (1951) tested the
hypotheses originally proposed by Festinger, Schacter, and Back (1950)
that the power of the group to influence its members is directly
related to the cohesiveness of the group.

With increased cohesiveness,

it was predicted that a group would be better able to enforce conformity
to a production norm, irrespective of the direction ofthe norm.
Subjects in this laboratory experiment were femalestudent
volunteers from undergraduate education and psychology classes.
Subjects were assigned to groups of three who were given the task of
producing checkerboards.

Members communicated through notes which

the experimenters delivered.

In fact, the experimenters controlled

the content of the notes, thus inducing greater productivity in onehalf of the groups and less productivity in the other half.

The

cohesiveness of the groups was induced by a set of instructions prior
to the imposition of the experimental conditions.

These two manipula

tions resulted in the formation of four experimental conditions, i.e.,
high cohesiveness and increased production, high cohesiveness and
decreased production, low cohesiveness and increased production, and
low cohesiveness and decreased production.

The effects of the positive

and negative production inductions were significant byt test at the
.01 level of confidence (Schacter et al., 1951).
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Both high and low cohesive groups increased production when
induced to do so with no significant differences between the groups.
Low cohesive groups induced to decrease production varied their out
put very little; high cohesive groups under the same inducement lowered
their production significantly at the .01 level of confidence using
Fisher's exact treatment of a 2 X 2 table.

Highly cohesive groups

were more successful than low cohesive groups in both increasing
and decreasing productivity.

The key to the relationship between

cohesiveness and output appeared to be the nature and direction
of the group norms.

There was no direct relationship between high

cohesiveness and high productivity (Schacter et al., 1951).
Back (1951) conducted a laboratory experiment to measure the
effect of the strength of cohesiveness on the pressure toward
uniformity within groups.

The consequences of the effect and the

results of three different bases of cohesiveness or attraction-togroup were studied.
Subjects were pairs of college students who cooperatively
interpreted pictures which they had seen previously.
subjects were shown slightly different pictures.

The individual

Experimental

groups, six in number, were formed by the induction of both high
and low cohesiveness plus the three different bases of cohesiveness:
personal attraction, task direction, and group prestige.

A seventh

control group possessed neutral cohesiveness (Back, 1951).
An F ratio of 3.91 with 1 and 54 degrees of freedom (df),
j> < .06, indicated that highly cohesive groups made more effort to
reach agreement on the interpretation of the pictures than did low
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cohesive groups.

This increased effort was found irrespective of the

basis of the cohesiveness.
situations.

Low cohesive groups withdrew from the

There were more instances of shifts in judgments by one

of the pairs in high cohesive groups than in low cohesive groups as
shown by an F ratio of 3.13 with 1 and 54 df,£ < .11 (Back, 1951).
Schacter (1951) studied the effects of cohesiveness on
communication and the degree of group rejection of a deviate from
the group opinion.

It was hypothesized that there would be fewer

deviates in highly cohesive groups than in low cohesive groups.
This prediction was based on the theory that pressures operate
within any social group toward uniformity of attitude.
Subjects were male college students divided into 32 groups of
8- to 10-members each.

In each group, there were three confederates,

each assuming a different role within the group.

One confederate

acted as the "mode" who chose and maintained the modal position in
relationship to the group opinion.

A second acted as the "slider"

who chose the position of extreme deviation, but allowed himself to
be swayed until he had reached the modal position by the end of the
discussion.

A third confederate assumed the role of the "deviate"

who took and maintained the role of extreme deviation.

Half of

the groups were highly cohesive, and half were low cohesive
(Schacter, 1951).
The same story concerning a delinquent was read by each group,
and a discussion followed concerning the type of treatment which the
delinquent should receive.
as described.

The three confederates played their roles

At the end of the discussion, a sociometric questionnaire
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was completed by the subjects to provide an index of rejection.
The "deviate" was rejected more strongly in the highly
cohesive groups than in the low cohesive groups.

In a t test,

these results were significant at the .12 level of confidence for two
types of groups and at the .01 level of confidence for the remainder
of the groups.

Greater cohesiveness produced greater rejection.

Deviation caused increased interaction, then decreased interaction
toward the deviate, and finally rejection.

The rate of communica

tion rose more rapidly, and the point where interaction began to
decrease came earlier as the cohesiveness of the group increased.
These effects were shown on derived curves of the actual communica
tion in the experimental situations (Schacter, 1951).
Berkowitz (1954) replicated the experiment of Schacter,
Norris, McBride, and Gregory (1951) using a different task and male
subjects.

The purpose of the laboratory experiment was to determine

relationship between group standards and cohesiveness, and to determine
if social influences on production would persist after communication
between group members had stopped.
Subjects were recruited from the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps, government, and economics classes.

Random assignment placed

nine subjects in each of two high-production standard groups and eight
subjects in each of two low-production standard groups.

The degree

of cohesiveness was experimentally manipulated in the groups so.that
the same four types of groups were established as Schacter, Norris,
McBride, and Gregory (1951) used.

The task was to produce ashtrays,

and communication was controlled so that high and low production was

induced (Berkowitz, 1954).
An analysis of variance showed a significant interaction
between the group standard and group cohesiveness in determining
production in the time period during which the group standard was
established.
confidence.

This interaction was significant at the .001 level of
Conformity in highly cohesive groups was greater than

that in low cohesive groups irrespective of the direction of the
group norm.

The conformity was shown to persist after the overt

induction of the norms had ended.

Both this experiment and the

previous one conducted by Schacter, Norris, McBride, and Gregory
(1951) showed that conformity to production norms was directly
related to the degree of cohesiveness present in the group (Berkowitz,
1954).
Seashore (1954) conducted a field study which examined the
effects of cohesiveness on the productivity of small formal work
groups in a factory which manufactured heavy machinery.

The

investigation of Schacter, Norris, McBride, and Gregory (1951) was
used as a model for this study concerning the direction of the induced
forces toward uniformity.

In this 1951 study, it was determined that

both inductions to decrease and to increase the level of production
changed the production.

The induction to decrease production had a

greater effect in the highly cohesive groups than in the low cohesive
groups.

Seashore attempted to find the determinants of the direction

of group induced forces regarding production standards.
Subjects included 228 work groups of size 5 to 50 totaling
5,871 members.

Groups with a high nonresponse rate on questionnaires,
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trainee groups, groups experiencing dual supervision, and those under
5 in size were excluded.
obtain the data.

A comprehensive questionnaire was used to

The cohesiveness of the work groups was determined

using a five-question instrument designed to reveal the extent to
which members perceived themselves to be part of the group, preferred
to remain in the group, and perceived their group to be better than
other similar groups with respect to three different criteria.

The

group means were used to divide the groups into seven categories of
cohesiveness.

An analysis of variance yielded an I? ratio of 2.47,

statistically significant at the .01 level of confidence and maybe
less than the .001 level of confidence.

The groups were signifi

cantly different on the index of cohesiveness (Seashore, 1954).
Two measures of group standards regarding productivity were
used, perceived "reasonable" productivity determined by the
questionnaire and actual productivity determined from production
records.

These two measures were correlated at +.79.
Specifically, it was hypothesized that there would be less

variability in both perceived "reasonable" productivity and in actual
productivity within high cohesive groups than in low cohesive groups.
The difference in within group variance between high and low
cohesive groups on actual productivity was significant £ < .01
using a _t test of significance.

No significant relationship was

found between cohesiveness and within group variance on perceived
"reasonable" productivity.

This finding lent support to the hypothesis

that highly cohesive groups have greater power to induce conformity
to group production norms.

In highly cohesive groups, workers were
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more uniform in their productivity irrespective of the direction of
that productivity (Seashore, 1954).
It was further predicted that highly cohesive groups would
tend toward either higher or lower production levels than low cohesive
groups both in perceived "reasonable" productivity and actual pro
ductivity.

No significant relationship was found between perceived

"reasonable" productivity and cohesiveness.

A J: test showed a

difference in the variance between highly cohesive and low cohesive
groups, 16.66 -25.77, significant jj < .05 level on actual produc
tivity.

Cohesiveness appeared to measure the ability of the groups

to control the behavior of group members.

The direction of the

standard determined the level of the production.
Pepitone and Reichling (1955) studied the effect of group
cohesiveness upon the volume and direction of expressed hostility.
The investigators theorized that members of cohesive groups provide
each other with power and support so that members feel less restrained
to retaliate when under threat than do less cohesive groups.

It was

hypothesized that highly cohesive groups would release a greater
volume of hostility than low cohesive groups.
Subjects were male psychology students placed in 13 groups of
two subjects each.

Cohesiveness was experimentally induced to create

high and low cohesive groups.

Groups were experimentally treated in

an arbitrary, insulting manner to create hostility against the
experimenter.

After the treatment, groups were observed and their

motor and verbal behavior was recorded as seen through a one-way
mirror and heard through a sound system (Pepitone & Reichling, .1955).
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Data were analyzed using a one-tailed _t test.

Highly cohesive

groups released a greater volume of hostility than did low cohesive
groups at a statistically significant level of 2.64, j> < .01.

It

was concluded that cohesiveness increased the capacity of the group
to remove obstacles in the way of group locomotion toward the group
goal (Pepitone & Reichling, 1955).
Lott and Lott (1961) hypothesized that the tendency of group
members to conform to dominant group opinion on an issue would be
positively related to the degree of group cohesiveness.

Cohesive

groups were established by recruiting groups of friends from 15
college student organizations.

Each group responded to two sets

of opinion scales concerning a discussion topic.

The second scale

was given only after contrived information concerning the first
scale was given to the group.
the opinion was reversed.

In the reporting, the direction of

The two sets were then compared, and the

percentage who changed their opinion in the direction of the
contrived information was used as a measure of within-group con
formity.
A tau analysis (two-tailed) of the relationship between
conformity and group cohesiveness yielded a coefficient of .54,
j> < .01 level of confidence.

These results support previous

research; however, the predicted relationships in this study were
generated from learning theory.

Stimulus generalization was

recommended as a predictor of the effectiveness with which members
may act as secondary reinforcers for each other in varying situa
tions .
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Mlkalachki (1969) conducted a study of the relationship
between cohesiveness and level of productivity using both survey and
clinical methods.

In the first phase of the investigation, 37 indus

trial work groups were ranked on three measures of cohesiveness to
select the groups to be investigated during the second clinical
phase.

One of the measures used was the Index of Cohesiveness

developed and used by Seashore (1954).

The reliability of this

measure was .979, jj < .001., determined by an item-test correlation.
In the second phase, four groups, two highly cohesive and two
low cohesive, were used to investigate the relationship between
cohesiveness and productivity.

The total membership of the four

groups was 26 with a group size ranging from 4 to 9.
of each group was slightly different.

The task

A participant observation

technique was used to gather the data on the four groups.

The

technique involved observation, interviews, and review of records
(Mikalachki, 1969).
The average productivity of each group for a 6-week period
was used as the measure of productivity.

The productivity of the

groups was also calculated as a percentage of the standard rate each
group was expected to attain.

The level of group productivity of

highly cohesive groups as a percentage of the standard rate was
98.8% and 143.0%.

The level of group productivity of low cohesive

groups as a percentage of the standard rate was 98.5% and 115.8%.
There was no significant relationship between production level and
group cohesiveness.

A further analysis of the productivity of highly

cohesive groups revealed that both such groups produced at a given
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level to attain the group goal.

The goal of the group which restricted

output to 98.87° of the standard rate was to ensure their socially
oriented goal which was discussion.

The group which produced at

143.07° of the standard rate wanted to attain their task-oriented
goal which was achievement of the task for which they were hired.
In highly cohesive groups, the level of productivity was determined
by the focus of integration maintained by the group.

The cohesive

social group tended to produce just at or below the standard while
the task group tended to produce at a high level.

It is noted that

these conclusions are based on an analysis of the data from four
small groups (Mikalachki, 1969).
Organizational Climate
Lippitt (1940) made one of the earliest major attempts to
control and observe objectively the climate variable.

The inter

personal interactions of children in differing social climates were
investigated, and the effects of varied social atmospheres on group
life and individual behavior were recorded.

The two climates which

constituted the experimental variable were a democratic atmosphere
and an autocratic atmosphere.

Both were created by varying the style

of leadership.
Subjects were 10 fifth-grade, public school male and female
students, 10 years of age.

Clubs were formed with 5 members each.

Continuous notes were taken on the behavior of the 2 leaders
and the subjects as the group members interacted within the varying
social climates.

The behavior of the two groups was contrasted as

they performed the task of making masks (Lippitt, 1940).
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Children in the autocratic atmosphere gave three times as
many Individualistic answers to a question concerning the dis
position of the masks.

In the democratic atmosphere, there were no

individualistic answers, and a greater willingness to share group
property was noted.

In the autocratic atmosphere, the subjects

showed more dominating ascendance, 30 times more hostility, more
demands for attention, more destructive tendencies, and more scape
goat behavior (lippitt, 1940).
Lippitt and White (1943) examined the effects of democratic,
authoritarian, and laissez-faire social atmospheres upon individual
and group behavior.
boys.

Subjects included four groups of 10-year-old

The same basic procedure was followed as in the original

study by Lippitt (1940) of the two social climates.

In this

investigation, more rigid controls were instituted, and six times
as much data were collected.

Each club experienced each of the

leadership styles under different leaders.
Data concerning behavior as observed were analyzed using
percentage tables and incident graphs.

A major finding relevant to

group atmosphere was that worker motivation was stronger when the
leader left the room in the democratic rather than in the autocratic
atmosphere.

The members were more dependent in the autocratic

atmosphere than in the democratic climate.

Production was slightly

greater in the autocratic climate where the boys reacted in a
submissive manner.

The difference in atmosphere affected the

behavior and attitude of the group members in diverse ways (Lippitt
& White, 1943).
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Seashore (1954) in his field study of the effects of cohesive
ness on industrial work groups touched upon elements of organizational
climate.

The balance of forces exerted on workers for higher or

lower production partially depend upon the worker's perception of the
company as helpful, reasonable, supportive, and dependable.

This

"perceived supportiveness of the company" means that the worker
perceives that reward will accompany high production and penalty
will accompany low production.

If individuals perceive the company

as supportive or nonsupportive, the group also perceives company
supportiveness to be of varying degrees.
It was specifically hypothesized that high production
standards would be held by highly cohesive groups whose members perceive
the company as being relatively supportive.

Production was measured

by two standards, actual productivity and perceived "reasonable"
productivity.

An "index of group support-company" and an "index of

group support-union" were used to determine the degree to which the
company provided a secure supportive environment for the group.
One measure concerned the relationship of the group member to the
company; the other measure concerned the relationship of the group
member to the union.

Both were part of a larger questionnaire

(Seashore, 1954).
Analysis of the data was accomplished by the _t test, product
moment correlation, and the "Z" transformation and critical ratio
technique.

Data were analyzed from four groups because of the two

different measures of production and the two indices of group support
as they related to group cohesiveness.

There were small differences
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in production standards in the predicted direction for all highly
cohesive groups which differed in the degree of perceived environ
mental support.

None of these differences were statistically

significant using a t test.

There was a consistent difference, not

predicted, in the productivity standard among low cohesive groups
who differed in degree of perceived company support.

This difference

was in the opposite direction for low cohesive groups as compared
to highly cohesive groups.
The difference between the coefficients of correlation was
significant at the .14 level with 226 df and significant jg < .001
with 226 df in the instance of actual level of productivity and
union index of group support.

There were no adverse findings among

the positive, but modestly significant findings.

The predictions were

considered confirmed that high cohesiveness is associated with either
high or low productivity standards.

The direction of the standard

depends upon the degree of company support which the members perceive.
The hypothesis that members of highly cohesive groups would
report feelings of lack of company support less frequently than low
cohesive groups was tested.

A statistically significant relationship,

r (coefficient of correlation) = .58 with 226 ^f, 2 < .001, was found
between cohesiveness and perceived supportiveness of the company using
the company index.

The relationship using the union index was low,

r - .08, and, therefore, not significant.

It was noted that company

supportiveness as defined in the study by Seashore (1954) is only one
component of the multidimensional concept of organizational climate.
Halpin and Croft (1963) developed the 'Organizational Climate
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Description Questionnaire" to measure the organizational climate of
elementary schools.

During the ensuing 10 years, this instrument

"has proven to be one of the most popular instruments in research
in educational administration [ Thomas, 1972, p. 197 ]." Illustrative
of this research are the investigations of the relationship between
organizational climate and personality-value systems of principals
(Anderson, 1964; Plaxton, 1965); climate and types of problems
brought to elementary school offices differing in socioeconomic
level (Nicholas, Virjo, & Wattenberg, 1965); teachers' perceptions
of climate and expectations of successful change (Helsel, Aurbach,
& Willower, 1969); informal organizations and perceptions of school
organizational climate (Heller, 1968); organizational climate, social
class, and educational output (Feldvebel, 1964); and organizational
climate and change (Hughes, 1968; Thomas, 1972).

The volume of this

research is reflected in the comment by Hayes (1972), "The OCDQ has
been used in thousands of elementary schools in U.S., Canada,
Australia, Paraguay, England, and other countries [ p. 2 ]." No
research was located which investigated hypothesized relationships
between organizational climate and the productivity of formal faculty
groups..
Participation
The roots of the "participation hypothesis" may be found in
the early investigations of White and Lippitt (1960) whose experi
mental groups were distinguished primarily by the manner in which
control was exercised.

In the autocratic group, the leader determined

the activities of the children by issuing frequent orders.

Under
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autocratic leadership, 45% of the verbal behavior was a direct order
or imperative statement.

Only 3% and 4% of the verbal behavior of

the democratic and laissez-faire leadership, respectively, was of
this nature.

In the democratic group, the children determined their

own activities to a large extent.

The boys were free to choose from

among alternative courses of action and to set new goals by group
decision.

This participation in decision making did not occur in

the other groups.

Under democratic leadership, social and work goals

were achieved; under autocratic leadership, work goals were achieved
almost exclusively.

Results are not clear-cut in this experiment,

but the behavior of the children when the group leader left the room
is worthy of note.

In the autocratic group, constructive effort

dropped from 52% to 16%; in the democratic group, constructive effort
dropped slightly from 50% to 46%.
Lewin (1947) conducted a series of three field experiments
to study the effect of different social practices on producing
behavior changes.

The hypothesis was tested that more pronounced

changes would occur from commitment made in group discussion than in
a lecture situation.

A "group decision" was defined as one made

publicly by group members individually after a group discussion
concerning the advantages of a particular course of action.
The object of the first experiment was to test the efficacy
of "group decisions" as groups were encouraged to increase their use
of beef hearts, sweetbreads, and kidneys.

Subjects were six

groups of Red Cross volunteers; the groups ranged in size from 13
to 17.

In the experiment, three groups listened to a lecture, and
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three groups participated in a group discussion.

It was found that

3% of the subjects served this meat after the lecture, and 32% served
the meat after the group discussion (Lewin, 1947).
A second experiment by Radke and Klisurich (1947) reported
by Lewin (1947) compared the same two methods of influence, but
controlled the factor of leader personality.

The topic of the

lecture and discussion was increasing the consumption of milk.
Housewives arranged in six groups of size six to nine participated
in the study.

Group decision was 50% to32% more effective after a

period of 4 weeks than was the lecture method.
A third experiment (Lewin, 1947) compared the effectiveness
of the two influence methods in persuading mothers to give their
infants castor oil and orange juice.

For the third time, the

results favored group decision although the results were not as
dramatically in favor of the group discussion method.
These studies were criticized by Bennett (1955) as they
tended to involve several factors such as commitment, degree of
consensus, and method, simultaneously.

Bennett designed a laboratory

experiment to investigate the relationships among three types of
influence procedure, commitment or no commitment, and the extent
to which the decision was public.
University of Michigan students were divided into 36 groups,
size 8 to 16.

The 12 experimental conditions established were:

discussion, lecture, and a control group plus no decision, anonymous
decision, and public commitment. A chi square analysis of the data
2
yielded a X = 13.766, £ < .01 level of significance. A high degree
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of actual or perceived group agreement concerning the intention to
act raised the probability that group members would individually
execute the action above the probability of action by group members
characterized by low agreement.

The amount of consensus in the group

affected the probability that the group members would execute the
decision.

It was suggested that group cohesiveness was one variable

which might be expected to affect the influence of manipulations by
participants (Bennett, 1955).
Bavelas as cited .in French (1950) was influenced by Lippitt's
(1940) study of the effect of different leadership atmospheres on
the productivity of children making masks.

Bavelas as cited in

French (1950) isolated decision making by groups as one vital aspect
of democratic leadership.

Specifically, the effect on productivity

of work groups setting their own production goals was studied.
Groups of female sewing machine operators, 4- to 12-workers
per group, met with the experimenter who asked if they wanted to set
a group goal for higher production and to establish target dates.
Most groups agreed to make these decisions.
was matched with a control group.

Each experimental group

In the control group, production

remained constant over a 4-month period.

In the experimental groups,

an 18% average increase in production maintained over a 2-month period
was noted.

The experimental groups were provided feedback concerning

their production; therefore, the effects of goal setting and knowledge
of results could be confounded.
Lawrence and Smith (1955) replicated the study by Bavelas
as cited in French (1950).

An experiment was conducted in an
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industrial setting to determine if work groups setting their production
goals in group discussions attained higher productivity than those
whose participation was limited to group discussion without goal
setting.

Two groups, size five and six, took part in weekly meetings

to set production goals and discuss other work related matters.

Two

other groups, size five and six, participated in group discussions,
but made no decisions on goals.

The paired groups did not differ

significantly in respect to dexterity or intelligence.
Using the Festinger (1950) method of significance of difference
between means, the group setting goals showed a significantly greater
increase in production at less than the .01 level of confidence than
those groups not setting goals.

Each group setting its own goal

showed a statistically significant increase at less than the .05
level of confidence when compared with its control production period
using a "Wilcoxon Paired Method Analysis." These increases in
production were obtained during a short experimental period of
5 weeks.

These results are consistent with the findings of

Bennett (1955).
Coch and French (1948) conducted a field experiment to
determine why workers resist change so strongly and to determine
what could be done to overcome this resistance.

The research site

was Harwood Manufacturing Corporation in Marion, Virginia, where
employees worked on an individual incentive system.

Employee

attitude toward necessary job changes in the factory was negative
with many workers ending their employment rather than change jobs.
An operator did not suffer any pay loss because of transfer, but
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resistance to change was still strong.
Subjects included four groups of workers about to be transfered to a new job.

The "no participation" group or control group

consisted of 18 hand pressers, the "participation through represen
tation" group consisted of 13 pajamas folders, and the two "total
participation" groups consisted of eight and seven pajamas
examiners.

Participation referred to the involvement of the worker

in the decision making concerning a needed production change (Coch
& French, 1948).
Production units per hour were graphed for each 10 days
before and each 40 days after transfer.

The control or "no

participation" group exhibited an initial drop in production after
the change, and improvement was slight as time passed.

Resistance

toward change and aggression toward management developed.

During the

first 32 days following change, 17% of the group quit their jobs.
This typical behavior on the part of the control group had supplied
the impetus for the study.

The "participation through representation"

experimental group dropped initially in productivity after the job
transfer, but rapidly increased with time and experience.

No member

left the company, and in 2 weeks they had regained the mean production
level present prior to the change (Coch & French, 1948).
The productivity of the two "total participation" groups
returned to prechange level after 4 days and continued to rise
until it was 14% above prechange productivity.

The results showed

that participation in both degrees yielded higher productivity than
did no participation.

Participation induced attitudinal differences
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which affected subsequent performance.
Chase (1952) conducted a survey using questionnaires and
interviews concerning the effects of participation in policy making
on teacher morale.

Interviewed subjects included 400 teachers in

five school systems, and questionnaires were completed by 1,800
teachers in 216 systems in 43 states.
Data were reported in percentage form.

Almost 657. of the

teachers reporting active participation in policy making also
reported enthusiasm for their school system.

By contrast, 25% of

those who reported nonparticipation expressed such enthusiasm.
However, some of the teachers resented the added committee work
required by participation and demanded that administrators make
decisions, so that they could spend their time teaching.

It was

concluded that many teachers derive satisfaction from participation
in policy making, teachers may resent too much pressure to participate,
and participation opportunity must be genuine, not a pretense (Chase,
1952) .
Cornell (1954) conducted a survey in four school systems in
Illinois to determine the degree of teacher participation in decision
making.

Teachers were found to differ in their desire to participate.

The researcher concluded that involvement of teachecs in the formation
of decisions will not improve instruction.

This study is one of the

few concerned with participation of teachers in decision making.

No

hypotheses, specific procedures, discussion of instruments, or analysis
of data were given.
given data.

These conclusions are not substantiated by any
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Sharma as cited in Chase (1955) conducted a survey of teachers
to identify the group or person who should make certain decisions and
to study the relationship of decision-making practices to teacher
satisfaction.

Subjects included 1,270 teachers from 20 school systems

in 28 states.

The percentage of teachers desiring participation by

groups of teachers was significantly higher, j> < .01, than the
percentage of teachers reporting participation by teacher groups in
32 of the 35 decision-making situations.

It was concluded that

teachers participating in the survey wanted to participate in
decision making concerning instruction.

It must be noted that

the return rate for the questionnaire was 44.7% or 568 teachers
which renders invalid any conclusion and generalizations derived
from this study.
Morse and Reimer (1956) investigated the relationship between
allocation of decision-making processes in large hierarchical
organizations and the productivity of the organization.

Specifically,

it was hypothesized that increased participation in decision making
increases production and decreased participation decreases production.
In this field experiment, subjects were female clerical
workers in. an industrial organization.

The two experimental programs

instituted were the "Autonomy program" which increased worker decision
making and the "Hierarchically-controlled program" which increased
the control of management in decision making.
secured from company records.

Production data were

The measure of productivity was the

measure of clerical costs; when clerical costs dropped, production
was said to rise.

Increased production caused a reduction in the
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size of the work group itself (Morse & Reimer, 1956).
Increases in production were significantly greater in the
"Hierarchically-controlled program" at the .01 level of confidence
than in the "Autonomy program"; however, under both programs
production rose.

Under the "Autonomy program," worker satisfaction

increased significantly while under the other nonparticipation program,
satisfaction decreased (Morse & Reimer, 1956).
These results do not support the "participation hypothesis."
If the experiment had continued for another year or two, Likert (1961)
speculated that production would continue to rise under the "Autonomy
program" while it would decrease under the "Hierarchically-controlled
program."

This result is hypothesized on the basis that hostility

and increased dissatisfaction in the nonparticipation program would
lower productivity eventually (Likert, 1961).
The nature of the measure of productivity should be noted in
the Morse and Reimer (1956) study.

The amount of work to be done was

fixed so that working harder would not increase production.

Reduction

of the total number of employees was the sole way to increase production.
As workers in the "Autonomy program" became involved in decision making,
they may have become more cohesive and loyal through this social
interaction.

If that were the case, it is doubtful that employees

would suggest that the total number of their work force be decreased
so the production could be increased.

In a situation where the

amount of work is not fixed, an "Autonomy program" might lead to a
greater level of productivity than a "Hierarchically-controlled
program" which allows no worker participation in decisions which

affect him.
French, Ross, Kirby, Nelson, and Smyth (1958) investigated the
effects of employee participation in a major innovation using three
plants of the Harwood Manufacturing Company, the research site used
by Coch and French (1948) and Bavelas as cited in French (1950).

A

series of 80 group meetings was held during which workers participated
in discussions concerning a proposed change.

Productivity was the

major dependent variable measured as a degree of adjustment to
change.

The level of production one year after the change had

increased approximately 10% on one item and had stayed approximately
the same on a second item.
this investigation.

No control groups were established in

The specific number of subjects was not stated

nor were specific hypotheses given.
Indik, Georgopoulos, and Seashore (1961) studied the relation
ship between the opportunity of workers to influence decision making
and productivity.

It was hypothesized that the degree to which

subordinates feel that they and their superiors have influence over
operations of the local organization would be positively related to
performance.
Subjects included 975 employees of 27 parcel delivery stations
which were all subordinate to a main parcel delivery service.

All

the stations were basically alike except in performance level.

A

questionnaire using a Likert-type scale was designed to measure the
openness of communication between supervisors and group members,
supportiveness of supervisors, mutual understanding among workers
and between supervisors and workers, and the felt influence of workers
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and supervisors on local operations.
Results of a one-tailed _t test significant at less than the .01
level of confidence showed a strong relationship between productivity
and the degree of felt influence by workers and supervisors over
operations.

The relationship was significant for both intergroup

and intragroup productivity.

All four of the previously stated

measured variables correlated significantly with group effectiveness
with the highest correlation occurring between felt influence on local
operations and productivity.
Bavelas and Strauss (1961) studied the relationship between
participation in decision making and employee work pace.
were female workers in the paint room of a toy factory.

Subjects
The installa

tion of a conveyor belt which controlled the pace of work had caused
increased absenteeism, turnover, low production, and complaints by
the workers.

When employees were given control of the pace of the

conveyor belt and thus the production rate, productivity rose
phenomenally with no decrease in quality.
In a short time, the earnings of these employees had surpassed
that of many other workers.

Piece rate and learning bonus programs

disintegrated, smooth production progress was interrupted, and other
workers complained.

The control of the conveyor belt was returned

to the supervisor as in the preexperimental period.

Within a month,

all but two of the original group of eight workers had left the
factory.

The effect of participation in this one group had been so

dramatic that dysfunction was created in other work groups and in the
experimental group itself when participation ceased to be available
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to group members.
Bass and Leavitt (1963) conducted three laboratory experiments
to determine the differences in performance between teams which
developed their plans and those that were given a plan developed by
another team.

The three tasks used were production of word sentences,

the common target game, and a numbers game.

Subjects included 36

managers and supervisors divided into teams of 3 members each.

An

analysis of variance yielded a difference statistically significant
at the .05 level of confidence showing that the groups which planned
and executed their one-word sentence plans were the most productive.
This relationship held for all three experiments, although differences
were not generally highly significant.
Bridges (1964) conducted a survey to investigate the relation
ship between the open and closed belief systems of principals and
the amount of teacher participation in decision making, and the
relationships among the need for independence by the teacher, the
extent of participation and attitude toward the principal and the
work situation.

The open and closed belief systems of principals were

measured by the "Rokeach Dogmatism Scale Form E." The degree of
teacher participation was measured by an 'Index of Participation"
developed by the researcher.

The attitudes of teachers were measured

by sections of the "Organization Survey."
Attitudes toward the principal were related to participation
£ < .01, to support £ < .0001, and to the need for independence by
the teacher £ < .05.

The level of participation was found to be

related to school size and age and the age of the principal rather
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than to the hypothesized factor of principal open mindedness.

Teachers

in schools with 12 to 19 teachers reported significantly greater
amounts of participation, £ < *05, than schools with 20 to 32
teachers.

Older principals involved teachers to a greater extent

than younger principals, jg < .01.

It was suggested that large

faculties be divided into small groups to facilitate participation.
This recommendation is compatible with the overlapping group concept
of Likert (1961).
Lammers (1967) investigated the effects of direct and
indirect participation in decision making.

In two samples of factory

blue- and white-collar workers, the relationship between successful
group meetings and production, as judged by management, were found to
correlate significantly, .66 at the .01 level of confidence.

In

comparing direct and indirect participation modes, it was concluded
that there were considerable differences between the functioning of
these two modes of participation.

Studies of the consequences of

both modes, individually and jointly, were suggested.
Blumberg, Wayson, and Weber (1969) described the efforts of
an elementary principal to change the decision-making process in his
school from the traditional hierarchical model to a participatory
model.

The school described in the case study is an urban ghetto

school having a student population of 1,200 and a staff of 80.
Representatives to a new school cabinet were selected by each gradelevel team.

The role of the cabinet evolved from a consultative and

advisory group to a decision-making body dealing with all school
matters except where a conflict existed with the central office.
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Teachers tended to assume responsibility for decision making
as various committees such as the "Duty Committee, Space Committee,
and Recruitment Committee" were established to make decisions in these
various areas of responsibility.

In some matters of substance, the

principal gained influence while he lost influence over matters of
procedure.

It was concluded that a participatory form of school

management was a viable model for educational organizations (Blumberg,
Wayson, & Weber, 1969).
Marrow, Bowers, and Seashore (1967) conducted a 2-year experi
mental study of an attempt to change an organization.

The Harwood

Company, the research site used by Coch and French (1948) and
Bavelas as cited in French (1950), acquired a competing company, the
Weldon Company.
vastly.

The managerial style of the two companies differed

At Harwood, employees participated in decision making;

while at Weldon, a traditional hierarchical system existed with
decision making centralized at the top.

Production, turnover,

and waste levels showed that Harwood was a more effective organiza
tion.

A long-range change program was instituted involving

individual counseling and training of low performing workers, firing
of low producing and chronically absent employees, human relations
training for supervisors, and employee participation in problem
solving and decision making.
The various results may be interpreted several ways as there
are so many factors present in the experimental situation which
could have contributed to the results.

From 1962 to 1964, return

on capital went from a loss of 15% to a return of 17%, turnover and
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absence rates decreased by 50%, and production went from 19% below
standard to 14% above standard.

Fart of this increased organizational

effectiveness may be due to participation by employees in decision
making.
Gorton (1971) conducted a survey study to investigate the
relationship of the personal role orientation of principals, the
principal's perception of faculty expectations, and his superior's
expectations to behavior of the principal which encouraged teacher
participation in decision making in schools.

The sample population

was 100 principals randomly selected from California school districts
having at least two high schools.

A randomly selected 10% sample

of the faculty of each principal was included in the sample.
A partial correlation analysis indicated that the personal
role orientation concerning teacher participation in decision making
was significantly associated with encouragement of teacher participa
tion at the .01 level of significance.

The principal's perception

of his superior's expectations concerning his role in encouraging
teacher participation is associated with his behavior in encouraging
teacher participation at the .05 level of confidence.

The prime

areas of concern in this study were the influence of personal
role orientations, the expectations of superiors, and the expecta
tions of faculty members.
Ambrosie and Heller (1972) examined the relationship of the
personality of principals and leadership behavior concerning teacher
participation in the decision-making process.

Nonauthoritarian

personality classifications were measured by the "Social Maturity
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Scale," leadership behavior was measured by the "Leadership Behavior
Description Questionnaire," and teacher participation in decision
making was measured by "The Vroom Index." The latter instrument
measures the perceptions of individuals concerning decision making.
The sample population was 50 randomly selected secondary
principals and a randomly selected sample of 15% of the faculty of
each school, 320 teachers.

Returns were received from 38 principals

and 257 teachers.
Data analysis included intercorrelation matrices, multiple
regression, and the Pearson product-moment correlation.

The leader

ship behavior of Consideration and Initiating Structure correlated
with participative decision making, £ < .05 level of confidence.
The combination of Initiating Structure and nonauthoritarian personal
ity yielded a relationship to perceived teacher participation in
decision making, £ < .0001 level of confidence.

It was concluded

that administrators must recognize the attitudes of teachers
concerning participation in decision making as failure to do so may
be dysfunctional to the school organization.
Alutto and Belasco (1972) attempted to characterize organiza
tions and organizational members as operating under conditions of
"decisional deprivation," "decisional equilibrium," or "decisional
saturation" as perceived by teachers.

In this survey, 454 teachers

in two school districts in western New York were questioned.

It was

found that some teachers perceiving each of the three conditions
differed significantly in age and sex at the .01 level of confidence,
in attitude toward collective bargaining, strikes, and unions at the
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.001 level of confidence, and in perception of administrative influence
at the .10 level of confidence.

These findings suggested that the

consequences of increased participation in decision making may not
be desirable in all instances especially where teachers perceive
decisional equilibrium or saturation.

The return rate on the

survey questionnaire in system one was 60% and in system two was
757o, making extreme caution mandatory when accepting any conclusions
from this study.
Summary of Related Research
The review of related research was presented under the
following sections:

(a) Development of group norms, (b) Group

cohesiveness and conformity to group norms, (c) Organizational
climate, and (d) Participation.

The major findings pertinent to

this study are summarized here.
The development of group norms was highlighted by the early
series of investigations knows as the "Hawthorne Studies" (Mayo,
1933; Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939).

Social pressures were found

to exist within groups which exerted powerful influence upon indivi
dual group members to conform to group norms of production.

In some

cases, these norms sanctioned increased output; while in other cases,
the norms encouraged restriction of output.

Using the autokinetic

effect in a laboratory situation, Sherif (1936) showed that the norms
of an individual tend to converge toward a new group norm through
social interaction.

The human propensity for yielding to group

judgment even when sensory evidence indicated the error of group
judgment was shown by Asch (1951).
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Highly cohesive groups are better able to enforce conformity
to group norms and to influence members than are low cohesive groups
(Back, 1951; Coch 6c French, 1948; Festinger et al., 1950; Lott 6c
Lott, 1961).

Highly cohesive groups are able to enforce conformity

to production norms irrespective of the direction of the norm.

No

direct relationship was shown to exist between cohesiveness and
productivity (Berkowitz, 1954; Schacter et al., 1951; Seashore,
1954).

Deviates from group opinion were rejected more strongly in

highly cohesive groups than in low cohesive groups (Schacter, 1951).
The direction of the group standard of production determined the
level of production (Mikalachki, 1969; Seashore, 1954).

Cohesive

groups have a greater capacity to release hostility as they move
forward toward group goals than do low cohesive groups (Pepitone 6c
Reichling, 1955).
Organizational climate was first studied by Lippitt (1940)
when he experimentally varied the social climates within which groups
operated.

The behavior of the subjects in the democratic climate was

marked by concern for the group.

In the autocratic climate, behavior

was characterized by hostility and individualistic behavior.
Production in an autocratic climate was found to be greater when
the leader was present than production in a democratic climate,
but production dropped in the former climate in the absence of the
leader (Lippitt 6c White, 1943).

Consistent, but statistically

insignificant, findings were found by Seashore (1954) that high
cohesiveness was associated with either high or low productivity
standards depending upon the degree of member perceived company
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support.

Since the development of the "Organizational Climate

Description Questionnaire" (Halpin & Croft, 1963), many investiga
tions have been accomplished concerning the relationship of
organizational climate to diverse factors.

No studies were located

which investigated the relationship of organizational climate to
the productivity of teachers or teacher groups.
Participation in decision making was found to foster the
achievement of social and work goals whereas lack of such participa
tion caused work goals alone to be achieved (Lippitt, 1940).

A

series of three investigations by Lewin (1947) found that people
supported influence attempts and decisions made in group discussions
to a greater degree than those made in a lecture situation.

The

amount of group consensus was shown to affect the probability that
group members would execute decisions (Bennett, 1955).

Groups

participating in goal setting were found to increase production
(Bass & Leavitt, 1963; Bavelas as cited in French, 1950; Bavelas
& Strauss, 1961; French, Ross, Kirby, Nelson, & Smyth, 1958;
Indik, Georgopoulos, & Seashore, 1961; Lawrence & Smith, 1955;
Marrow, Bowers, & Seashore, 1967), and to overcome resistance to
change (Coch & French, 1948).
Chase (1952) found that teachers experiencing the opportunity
to participate in school policy decision making exhibited more
enthusiasm for their school system.

Teachers were found to differ

in their desire to participate (Cornell, 1955) with more teachers
wishing increased participation (Sharma as cited in Chase, 1955).
Morse and Reimer (1956) found evidence refuting the "participation
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hypothesis" in their field experiment.

Production was found to

increase to a higher level under a nonparticipatory program than
under a participatory program for workers.
however, worker satisfaction increased.

In the latter program,

Teachers in relatively

small schools were found to experience greater opportunity for
participation than those in larger schools (Bridges, 1964).

A

participative form of school management was found to be a viable
model for school organization in one case study (Blumberg et al.,
1969).

The role orientation concerning teacher participation in

decision making of the principal was found to be associated with
encouragement of teacher participation (Gorton, 1971).

Principals

who encouraged teacher participation were shown to exhibit certain
leadership characteristics (Ambrosie & Heller, 1972).

Teachers

perceiving their decisional deprivation, equilibrium, or saturation
were found to differ in age, sex, certain attitudes, and perception
of administrative influence.

Chapter 3
Methodology
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects which
open and closed climate and direct and Indirect group participation
In decision making have upon the productivity of formal faculty groups
possessing high or low coheslvehess.

Chapter 3 contains an explanation

and description of the methodology used to accomplish this research
goal.

The following sections are Included:

(a) Research site and

experimental population, (b) Sample selection, (c) Research design,
(d) Pilot study, (e) Description of the measures, (f) Measurement
of the dependent variable, (g) Manipulation of the independent
variable, and (h) Statistical procedures.
Research Site and Experimental Population
The research site for this investigation was a city in
Tidewater, Virginia.

This urban area had a population of 120,779 in

1970.
The school system has 28 elementary schools.

In the academic

year 1972-1973, the elementary school student population was
approximately 17,500, and the regular classroom teacher population
in the elementary schools numbered approximately 685 teachers.
The 661 regular classroom teachers, kindergarten through
sixth grade, in the largest 26 elementary schools constituted the
original sample population which responded to the "Organizational
Climate Description Questionnaire" (Halpin & Croft, 1963) administered
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to measure the organizational climate present in these schools.
In the designated school system, three formal faculty groups,
teachers from grades 1 and 2, grades 3 and 4, and grades 5 and 6, were
delineated.

Supervisory services and in-service programs for teachers

are historically provided along these three grade groupings.
Kindergarten teachers were eliminated from the sample population as
the kindergarten program is 4 years old allowing a relatively short
time for the stabilization of the total program and the formal
faculty groups.

Also, the number of kindergarten teachers in each

school tended to be less than four, while most other faculty groups,
grades 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 5 and 6, contained at least six members.
Within these three overall groups of formal faculty groups, there
were 68 formal faculty groups.

The final experimental group was

composed of 40 of these formal faculty groups.
Sample Selection
The "Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire"
(Halpin & Croft, 1963) was completed by 615 teachers from a total
population of 665 elementary classroom teachers, grades kindergarten
through six, in the 26 elementary schools which constituted the
original sample population.

Data from the OCDQ were punched into

data processing cards.
Schools were arbitrarily assigned an identification letter.
These identification letters were used throughout this report of the
investigation in place of the proper names of these schools.
From a computer analysis of the data, the nine schools with
the "most closed" organizational climates and the nine schools with
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the "most open" organizational climates were selected.

The eight

schools which ranked in the middle of this open-closed continuum
were eliminated from the sample population.

Data upon which these

decisions were based are presented in Table 1.
Two criteria were considered in order to classify the schools
with respect to the degree of openness of the organizational climates.
The Climate Similarity Scores were inspected first.

These scores

are indicators of the type of climate which best characterizes a
particular school, or which type of climate least characterizes a
particular school.

The basis for these scores is a set of prototypic

climate profiles which were defined by Halpin and Croft (1963) in
their conceptualization of the organizational climate of schools.
They defined a profile which most accurately described the characteris
tics of the schools with each of the six climates in their model.

The

score profile for each of the 26 schools in the current population was
compared to each of the prototypic profiles to yield a climate
similarity score which indicates the similarity of the obtained
profile*to each prototypic profile.

The lower the similarity score,

the more similar are the profiles which are compared; the larger the
similarity score, the less similar are the profiles which are com
pared.
The second criterion which was examined was the Openness
Score.

This score is based upon three of the eight dimensions of

the total climate.

Halpin and Croft (1963) have described the

Openness Score as a.reliable indicator of the openness of the climate
of a school.

Both the Climate Similarity Scores and the Openness Score
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Table 1

Climate Similarity Scores and Openness
Scores for the Sample Population
of Schools

Organizational Climate
S chool

Open
Open

Auton
omous

Con
trolled

Famil-

Pater-

iar

nal

Closed

ness

A

96

105

61

97

69

69

45

B

101

77

78

85

96

' 54

31

C

59

90

78

80

69

82

53

D

48

30

85

42

96

102

68

E

112

111

84

84

62

30

22

F

114

118

84

89

60

20

16

G

58

87

96

64

81

81

51

H

66

82

83

81

81

78

49

1

115

115

75

93

57

32

21

J

120

122

71

98

59

29

19

K

79

60

60

82

84

92

54

L

115

124

74

93

55

35

13

M

77

84

95

60

61

73

45

N

108

114

50

111

78

60

42

0

33

74

81

75

76

105

56

P

116

120

77

94

59

36

12
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Table 1 (continued)

Organizational Climate
School

Open
Open

Auton
omous

Con
trolled

Famil

Pater Closed

iar

nal

ness

Q

90

87

95

49

71

61

38

R

83

84

90

71

72

53

45

S

107

109

47

104

81

67

45

T

104

83

94

74

71

40

39

U

108

82

88

65

76

38

28

V

100

110

85

81

78

52

38

W

125

110

67

106

75

30

10

X

111

113

85

89

64

32

22

Y

115

104

88

86

82

34

8

Z

117

99

80

84

67

24

35
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were considered for purposes of classification as the present task
was to determine the relative openness or relative closedness of
the climates of this population of schools.
An illustration of the use of these scores to classify schools
as more open or more closed with respect to climate may be seen by
noting the data from Schools F and 0.

The Climate Similarity Score

for School 0 was 33 for the Open Climate while the score for the
Closed Climate for that same school was 101.

On the second

criterion, the Openness Score for School 0 was 56, the second
highest for all the 26 schools.

These results of a high similarity

to the Open Climate profile, little similarity to the Closed
profile, and a high Openness Score indicate that School 0 has a
relatively Open Climate.

By contrast, School F has a Closed score

of 20, an Open score of 114, and an Openness Score of 16 indicating
that the climate of that particular school was relatively closed.
Using a combination of the Climate Similarity Scores and
the Openness Scores, the nine most open schools were labeled Open
Schools and the nine most closed schools were labeled Closed Schools.
Among the schools designated as Open Schools, it should be noted that
there are schools which were classified by the Halpin-Croft scoring
procedures as having Open, Autonomous, Controlled and Familiar
Climates.

All schools designated as Closed Schools had a Climate

Similarity Score and Openness Score which indicated that they could
be characterized as having a Closed Climate.

The schools classified

as Open Schools were Schools C, D, 6, H, K, N, 0, Q, and S; the schools
classified as Closed Schools were Schools E, F, I, J, L, W, X, Y, and
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Z.

Schools A, B, M, F, R, T, U, and V were eliminated from the sample

as they ranked along the middle of the open-closed continuum of
organizational climates.
The instrument used to yield an index of group cohesiveness
was completed by the individual members of 68 formal faculty groups.
The mean score for each group was computed as an index of group
cohesiveness.

The lower the score, the lower the degree of cohesive

ness; the higher the score, the greater the degree of cohesiveness
present within the group.
were identified:

Using these data, the following groups

the 10 most cohesive formal faculty groups in

the 9 Open Schools, the 10 most cohesive faculty groups in the 9
Closed Schools, the 10 least cohesive faculty groups in the 9 Open
Schools, and the 10 least cohesive groups in the 9 Closed Schools.
These groups were labeled High Open, High Closed, Low Open and Low
Closed, respectively.

These data and groups are reported in Tables

2, 3, 4, and 5.
Random assignment to groups was accomplished so that the
assumption could be made that the experimental treatment groups
were equal in all possible characteristics within the limitation of
chance (Kerlinger, 1964).

Each of the 10 High Open, 10 High Closed,

10 Low Open, and 10 Low Closed groups were numbered from 1 to 10
according to rank order on the Index of Cohesiveness.

Small

identical slips of paper were numbered from 1 to 10 for each of
the 4 groups.

Using the lottery method (Galfo & Miller, 1970), 5

slips of numbered paper were drawn and labeled Group A, and 5 slips
were drawn and labeled Group B for each of the 4 groups of 10 groups.
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Table 2
Designation of Highly Cohesive Groups in
Open Schools

Formal
School

Index

faculty

of co

group

hesive
ness

C

3 and 4

18.50

C

5 and 6

18.33

D

1 and 2

17.40

D

5 and 6

17.66

G

1 and 2

17.00

K

1 and 2

18.13

N

1 and 2

17.99

0

1 and 2

17.00

0

5 and 6

17.71

S

1 and 2

17.75
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Table 3
Designation of Highly Cohesive Groups in
Closed Schools

Formal
faculty

Index
of co

School
group

hesive
ness

E

1 and 2

16.71

E

3 and 4

15.50

F

3 and 4

15.12

J

5 and 6

14.66

X

5 and 6

14.46

Y

1 and 2

15.87

Y

3 and 4

17.00

Y

5 and 6

16.62

Z

1 and 2

16.55

Z

5 and 6

15.80
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Table 4

Designation of Low Cohesive Groups in
Open Schools

Formal
faculty

Index
of co

School
group

hesive
ness

C

1 and 2

14.83

G

3 and 4

15.80

H

3 and 4

14.33

H

5 and 6

16.00

K

3a

16.25

N

5 and 6

14.25

0

3 and 4

16.00

Q

1 and 2

15.25

s

3 and 4

14.62

s

5 and 6

14.00

£

School K has no grade 4.
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Table 5

Designation of Low Cohesive Groups in
Closed Schools

Formal
faculty

Index
of co

School
group

hesive
ness

£

5 and 6

13.57

F

1 and 2

12.50

F

5 and 6

11.86

I

1 and 2

13.10

I

3 and 4

14.00

L

4a

12.86

L

5 and 6

13.17

W

1 and 2

13.33

W

5 and 6

13.20

X

4a

12.33

aSchools L and X have no grade 3.
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The 8lips were systematically mixed after each drawing.
The four groups labeled A and the four groups labeled B
were randomly assigned to the experimental treatments of direct
participation mode and indirect participation mode by flipping a coin.
This random assignment to groups and random assignment of groups to
treatments resulted in the designation of groups as shown in Table 6.
A t test was accomplished to determine if the four groups
assigned to the direct participation mode could be considered
statistically equal to the four groups assigned to the indirect
participation mode on the Index of Cohesiveness.

The data yielded

a t = .5964 indicating that the groups receiving the direct participa
tion mode treatment were statistically equal to those groups receiving
the indirect participation mode treatment.
Research Design
The research design used to test the relationships predicted
in the hypotheses of this investigation was a 2 X 2 X 2 factorial
design.

The two assigned variables were organizational climate and

cohesiveness.
or indirect.

The manipulated variable was participation mode, direct
The dependent variable was the productivity of formal

faculty groups.

The design established 8 cells, each containing 5

faculty groups, resulting in a total of 40 experimental groups.

The

research design is shown in Table 7.
Pilot Study
Several weeks before the OCDQ and the instrument
designed to measure cohesiveness were distributed to the sample
population in the 26 schools, a pilot study was accomplished in an
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Table 6

Random Assignment of High and Low Cohesive
Groups in Open and Closed Schools to
Treatment Groups and to Mode

Participation mode

Direct

Indirect

Organizational climate

Organizational climate

Groups
Open

Closed

Open

Closed

Lgh cohesive
ness

oa 17.00

Y

16.62

0

17.71

Y

17.00

K

18.13

Z

15.80

D

17.40

J

14.66

N

17.99

Y

15.87

C

18.50

E

16.71

G

17.00

E

15.50

D

17.66

F

15.12

C

18.33

X

14.46

S

17.75

Z

16.55

S

14.00

w 13.20

H

16.00

I

14.00

0

16.00

L

13.17

S

14.62

I

13.10

C

14.83

F

12.50

Q

15.25

W

13.33

N

14.25

X

12.33

K

16.25

F

11.86

jw cohesive
ness
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Table 6 (continued)

Participation mode

Direct

Indirect

Organizational climate

Organizational climate

Groups
Open

H

14.33

g
Initials represent schools.

Closed

E

13.57

Open

G

15.80

Closed

L

12.86
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Table 7

Research Design:

2 X 2 X 2 Factorial Design

Participation Mode

Groups

Direct

Indirect

Organizational

Organizational

climate

climate

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

High cohesiveness
Productivity as measured by the mean
number of ideas
Low cohesiveness
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elementary school in Newport News, Virginia.

The instruments to

measure both organizational climate and cohesiveness were delivered
to the school with the instructions attached to the envelopes contain
ing the instruments.

No verbal instructions were given to the principal

or the faculty as the purpose of the pilot study was to identify
ambiguities in the written directions and the instruments themselves.
No problems with any of the directions were reported by the principal,
and the OCDQ and the measure of group cohesiveness were completed by
the teachers according to the directions.
On a succeeding staff day in the same school, a pilot study
was accomplished to test the directions for the brainstorming
sessions and the experimental treatments.

A total of four faculty

groups engaged in brainstorming sessions with two groups experiencing
the direct participation mode and two experiencing the indirect
participation mode.

After the sessions, the teachers were asked to

critique the clarity of the directions and the sequence of the
directions.

The directions were evaluated as clear and concise.

Several suggestions were made concerning the sequence of the
directions, and these were implemented in the final study.

No data

are reported from this pilot study as the sole purpose was to uncover
procedural ambiguities before the investigation began in the designated
schools.
Description of the Measures
The measurement of the two assigned variables was accomplished
by the "Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire" developed
by Halpin and Croft (1963) to measure organizational climate and an
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instrument adapted from an Index of Cohesiveness developed by Seashore
(1954) to measure the degree of cohesiveness in a group.

The

dependent variable, productivity, was measured by tallying the mean
number of discrete ideas generated by a formal faculty group in a
structured brainstorming session.
"Organizational Climate
Description Questionnaire"
The organizational climates of the 26 elementary schools in
the population were measured by the OCDQ (Halpin & Croft, 1963).

Each

regular classroom teacher, grades kindergarten through six, in each
of the schools was sent a copy of the OCDQ complete with directions
and an attached specially prepared envelope marked with a red circle.
These instruments were placed in an envelope which was addressed to
the principal of each school.

A letter containing directions was

attached to the front of each envelope.
found in Appendix A.

A copy of the directions is

The school delivery service was used to distribute

and return the questionnaires.
sent to each principal.

An information copy of the OCDQ was

Of the 665 instruments distributed, 615

were completed by teachers and returned.

A return rate of 927o was

realized.
On the OCDQ, teacher respondents indicated their perception
of the organizational climate in their respective schools by respond
ing to the 64 Likert-type items on a 4-point, forced-choice scale of
"rarely occurs," "sometimes occurs," "often occurs," and "very
frequently occurs." Each teacher indicated in this manner to what
extent the behavior described by each item characterized the climate
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of his school.

Scoring of these responses yields eight scores, one

for each of the eight dimensions defined by Halpin and Croft (1963).
Of the eight dimensions, four describe the behavior of teachers as it
is perceived by those teachers, i.e., Disengagement, Hindrance,
Esprit, and Intimacy.

The remaining four dimensions describe the

behavior of the principal as the behavior is perceived by the
teachers, i.e., Aloofness, Production, Emphasis, Thrust, and
Consideration.

The scores on these eight dimensions are used to

rank the schools on an open-closed climate continuum.

By comparing

the profiles of these schools with prototypic profiles, the schools
are classified as possessing the characteristics of one of the six
climate categories, Open, Autonomous, Controlled, Familiar, Paternal,
and Closed.

This instrument is presented in Appendix B.

In developing the OCDQ, Halpin and Croft (1963) analyzed
the climate of 71 elementary schools located in six regions of
the United States.

Behaviors within these schools were described

by 1,151 respondents.

Factor analysis was used to assign the 64

items of the OCDQ to eight subtests.

A profile for the organizational

climate of each school was constructed from these eight subtest
scores.

From the profiles of the 71 schools, a continuum of climates

was established with Open Climate at one end and Closed Climate at
the other end.
The six organizational climates have been described according
to the behavior assessed by the items of the eight subtests.

The

following brief descriptions of these six climates are synopses of
longer descriptions given by Halpin and Croft (1963).
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In the Open Climate, teachers work comparatively unencumbered
by excessive administrative work.

Teachers experience job satis

faction and work toward goal attainment.

The principal has achieved

an appropriate integration between role and personality which causes
him to be flexible.

Teachers produce without the principal stressing

production as leadership is exerted by the principal and by the
teachers.
In the Autonomous Climate, social needs are satisfied to a
greater extent than is task achievement, however, tasks are achieved.
School routine is facilitated by procedures and routines.

Morale

is slightly lower than in an Open Climate, and it seems to originate
from the satisfaction of social needs rather than task achievement.
The principal is reasonably aloof from his teachers, and is satisfied
to allow teachers to work at their own speed.

The principal is task

oriented, and shows concern for the welfare of his teachers (Halpin &
Croft, 1963).
In the Controlled Climate, task accomplishment is stressed
above the satisfaction of social needs.

Morale is high which causes

this climate to be more open than closed.

Teachers complete a

great deal of paper work with few procedures to facilitate this task.
Social isolation is evident among teachers, and job satisfaction
stems from task accomplishment rather than the satisfaction of social
needs.

The principal is dominating and directive, concerned almost

completely with goal attainment.
principal almost exclusively.

Leadership is assumed by the

Some faculties achieve job satisfaction

in a controlled climate (Halpin & Croft, 1963).
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In the Familiar Climate, satisfaction of social needti is
unusually high, but the direction of the faculty toward goal attain
ment is largely neglected.
administrative tasks.

Teachers are required to perform few

The principal behaves as one of the group

and a happy family environment exists.

Few guidelines are present

to suggest how routine tasks should be accomplished.

The faculty

tends to perceive the principal as interested in them.

Production

is not emphasized, and teachers do not exert their greatest effort
(Halpin 6c Croft, 1963).
In the Paternal Climate, teachers tend to work poorly together.
The principal seems unable to control the activities of his faculty.
Administrative reports are completed by the principal.

Teachers

experience inadequate satisfaction from both task accomplishment
and social needs.

The principal is a father-type figure checking

on everything and making most of the decisions.

Any consideration

he shows teachers is usually a manipulative technique which tends
to satisfy only his social needs.

Teachers are not motivated toward

goal attainment (Halpin 6c Croft, 1963).
In the Closed Climate, teachers derive little satisfaction
from either task achievement or social needs.

Teachers do not

work well together, but some teachers may realize satisfaction
from cordial personal relationships among teachers.

The principal

is extremely aloof emphasizing production and dictating arbitrary
rules.

The principal fails to set a good example by his own behavior.

Concern for the social needs of the teachers is minimal.

Leadership

is not exerted by the principal, but he gives no latitude for
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leadership to emerge from the group.
(Halpin & Croft, 1963).

He is often viewed as insincere

"This climate characterizes an organization

for which the best prescription is radical surgery [ Halpin, 1966,
p. 181 ]."
Limitations of .the-OCDQ were enumerated by Halpin (1966).
The original sample of 71 schools was not randomly selected from a
precisely defined population.

However, it is possible to compare

the profile of a school with the profiles of another or with the
profiles of all other schools as far as its relative position is
concerned if all schools are within the same sample.

"But we cannot

state what the distribution of scores would be for a representative
sample in the United States [ Halpin, 1966, p. 196 ]."
The dimensions of the OCDQ are descriptive, taxonomic, and
phenotypic making direct change attempts aimed at these dimensions
extremely dangerous.

It is quite possible that a Closed Climate

would become more closed if the principal were given abrupt knowledge
of his closed organizational climate scores.
Concerning the validity of the OCDQ,
the climate is Open if the faculty perceives it is Open.

We

are satisfied to take the position that the faculty's consensus
in its perception of the school's climate can be used as a
dependable index of what is "out there [ Halpin, 1966, p. 147 ]."
The validation of the eight dimensions of the OCDQ has been investigated
in two recent studies.

Kenney (1969) used the OCDQ in urban elementary

schools where he identified four factors rather than eight.

Hayes

(1972) using factor analysis of data from unionized urban schools found
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different dimensions than were found by Halpin and Croft (1963).
Studies by Emma (1964), Brown (1965), and Gentry and Kenney (1965)
supported the original eight dimensions of Halpin and Croft (1963).
Halpin and-Croft (1963) computed correlations between the
subtest scores for the odd- and even-numbered teachers in the 71
original schools to provide estimates of internal consistency and
equivalence for the eight OCDQ subtests.

Coefficients of correlation

were Disengagement .59, Hindrance .54, Esprit .61, Intimacy .49,
Aloofness .76, Production Emphasis .73, Thrust .75, and Consideration
.63.
Hayes (1972) analyzed the original Halpin and Croft (1963)
data to provide an estimate of the reliability of the dimensions
of climate and tor the climate profile.

The reliability estimates

for the dimensions of climate were reported as follows:

Disengagement

.55, Hindrance .64, Esprit .66, Intimacy .61, Aloofness .77,
Production Emphasis .73, Thrust .74, and Consideration .56.

A

canonical correlation of .89, statistically significant at less than
the .0001 level of confidence, yielded an estimate of the reliability
of the climate profile,

The correlation indicated that the profile

is a dependable indicator of the climate characteristics of a school.
Index of Cohesiveness
A five-item questionnaire was used to determine the degree of
cohesiveness present in formal faculty groups.

The instrument was

adapted from the five questions used by Seashore (1954, pp.. 36-37).
Specifically, the items were designed to determine the degree to
which group members perceived themselves to be part of a group,
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preferred to remain in the group rather than leave, and perceived their
group to be better than other groups with respect to the way members
got along together, on the way they stuck together, and the way they
helped each other on the job.

This instrument is presented in

Appendix C.
Each teacher in the 68 formal faculty groups, grades 1 and 2,
3 and 4, and 5 and 6, was sent a copy of the instrument designed to
measure group cohesiveness.

An envelope was attached to each instru

ment addressing the teacher by name.

The instrument was sealed in

this envelope by the teacher to assure the privacy of the teacher
until the completed instrument reached the investigator.

An informa

tion copy of the Index of Cohesiveness was sent to each principal.
These instruments were placed in an envelope addressed to the
principal of each school with a letter containing directions attached
to the front of the envelope.

Both this instrument and the OCDQ

were sent to the schools at the same time.

A copy of the implementing

directions which accompanied these instruments is found in Appendix D.
Of the 568 instruments distributed, 530 were completed by teachers
and returned.

A return rate of 93% was realized.

Seashore (1954) computed the intercorrelations among mean
scale values for groups on scales comprising the Index of
Cohesiveness.

Coefficients ranged from .15 to .70.

The work groups

in this industrial study were divided into seven categories of
cohesiveness ranging from high to low cohesiveness.
of variance yielded an F ratio of 2.47, 2 < .01.

An analysis

These groups did

differ on the factor of cohesiveness when grouped according to this

Index of Cohesiveness.

Questions, one and two on the adapted measure of cohesiveness
used in this investigation were rated 1 through 5 with the highest
score indicating the greatest degree of cohesiveness.

Each of the

three subquestions in question three was rated 1 through 3 with
the highest score indicating the greatest degree of cohesiveness.
The highest possible score on the Index of Cohesiveness was 19,
and the lowest possible score was 5.
A Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation was
computed to determine the reliability of the instrument used in this
study as a measure of group cohesiveness.

The analysis yielded a

coefficient of correlation of .6.
Measure of the Dependent
Variable
During a 1-month period, 40 separate brainstorming sessions
were conducted with 40 formal faculty groups.

Sessions were held in

the schools where the teachers taught at the close of the instructional
day.

Teachers were not retained beyond their mandatory school hours

except in one instance which was beyond the control of the researcher.
The researcher conducted 30 of the brainstorming sessions, and an
assistant trained by the researcher conducted 10 sessions.

The use of

an assistant made it possible to conduct all necessary sessions in a
particular school on a single day.

This procedure precluded the

possibility of one group preparing another group for a session to follow
on a subsequent day.

Details concerning the initial arrangements made

for the brainstorming session are given in Appendix E.

The verbal
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instructions to the formal faculty groups in the brainstorming sessions
are given in Appendix F.
Productivity was measured by computing the mean number of
ideas generated by a formal faculty group in a structured 15-minute
brainstorming session.

The mean number of ideas was used as the

groups were of varying sizes.

Ideas generated in response to a

given problem were noted by a member of the group on a numbered tally
sheet which was provided to the group by the investigator.

A copy

of the tally sheet is presented in Appendix G.
Manipulation of the Independent Variable
The experimental variable in this investigation was partici
pation mode, direct or indirect.

This variable was manipulated by

varying a portion of the information given to formal faculty groups
in the brainstorming sessions.

The details concerning the

manipulation of the independent variable are given in Appendix H.
Statistical Procedures
The measurement of the dependent variable, productivity, was
made by computing the mean number of ideas generated by formal faculty
groups in structured brainstorming sessions.

Analysis of these 40

mean scores was accomplished by an analysis of variance and orthogonal
comparisons.
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
In this 2 X 2 X 2 factorial experiment, there were three
main effects to be tested:

participation mode labeled A, cohesiveness

labeled B, and organizational climate labeled C.

Participation mode

was the active variable; cohesiveness and organizational climate were
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assigned variables.
Hypothesis 1 was tested by determining if a statistically
significant difference existed between the mean productivity scores
of highly cohesive faculty groups and low cohesive groups.

Hypothesis

3 was tested by determining if a statistically significant difference
existed between the mean productivity scores of faculty groups in
schools with open organizational climates and faculty groups in schools
with closed organizational climates.

Hypothesis 5 was tested by

determining if a statistically significant difference existed between
the mean productivity scores of faculty groups experiencing the
direct participation mode and the mean productivity scores of faculty
groups experiencing the indirect participation mode.

The analysis

of variance made possible the location of significant interactions
among the three main effects.
Hypothesis 2 was tested by determining the variance among
highly cohesive groups and among low cohesive groups.

An F ratio

was established to determine if a statistically significant greater
variability existed among highly cohesive groups than among low
cohesive groups.
Orthogonal Comparisons
Orthogonal comparisons were made to test Hypotheses 4, 6, 7,
and 8.

This type of analysis allowed the location of the sources of

main effect differences and the testing of predictions made concern
ing linear relationships within the 2 X 2 X 2 factorial experiment.
Hypothesis 4 was tested by determining if a statistically significant
difference existed between the productivity of highly cohesive faculty
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groups in schools with open organizational climates and the productivity
of highly cohesive faculty groups in schools with closed organizational
climates.

Hypothesis 6 was tested by determining if a statistically

significant difference existed between the productivity of highly
cohesive faculty groups permitted a direct participation mode and
the productivity of highly cohesive faculty groups permitted an
indirect participation mode.

Hypothesis 7 was tested by determining

if a statistically significant difference existed between the pro
ductivity of faculty groups in open schools permitted a direct
participation mode and the productivity of faculty groups in closed
schools permitted an indirect participation mode.

Hypothesis 8 was

tested by determining if a statistically significant difference
existed between the productivity of highly cohesive groups permitted
a direct participation mode in Open Schools and the productivity of
highly cohesive faculty groups permitted an indirect participation
mode in Closed Schools.

Chapter 4
Results
The statistical results of the investigation to determine the
effects which open and closed climate and direct and indirect
participation in decision making have upon the productivity of formal
faculty groups possessing high or low cohesiveness are reported in
Chapter 4.

A total of eight hypotheses, based on theory and previous

empirical'investigation, predicted relationships between and among
the variables.

The mean number of ideas generated by faculty groups

in structured brainstorming sessions was used as the measure of
productivity, the dependent variable.
Table 8.

These means are shown in

The results of the statistical analysis of the data

collected to test the predictions are reported under separate
sections for each hypothesis.

Analysis of variance and orthogonal

comparisons were used to analyze the data.

Analysis of variance is

a statistical method for testing the statistical significance of the
differences among the means of several samples.

The F ratio provides

an indication as to whether the variability among sample means is due
to chance or to sampling error.

In all instances, the error term

used was the within-groups mean square as the experimental design
was considered to be a fixed model.

Orthogonal comparisons were used

to test predictions concerning linear relationships.

In a factorial

experiment, an orthogonal comparison is a linear combination of
observations or parameters with the coefficients adding to zero.
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Table 8

Productivity of Formal Faculty Groups as
Measured by the Mean Number of Ideas
Generated in Brainstorming

Participation Mode

Direct

Indirect

Organizational

Organizational

climate

climate

Groups

Highly cohesive

Low cohesive

Open

Closed

Open

6.00

5.00

10.80

4.50

5.00

4.42

6.50

4.66

3.85

1.50

8.80

5.44

5.46

5.71

5.20

5.17

6.00

3.00

8.80

2.75

7.00

2.85

7.40

4.10

11.33

3.36

5.71

4.09

8.75

2.29

4.29

8.75

3.71

9.00

3.33

7.71

Closed
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Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 states that the productivity of highly cohesive
faculty groups will not be significantly greater than the productivity
of low cohesive faculty groups.

No significant difference between the

productivity of the 20 highly cohesive faculty groups and the pro
ductivity of the 20 low cohesive faculty groups would provide support
for this hypothesis.
An ANOVA between the mean productivity scores of the highly
cohesive and low cohesive groups resulted in an F ratio of 0.01 with
1 and 32 jif. This ratio indicated that there was no statistically
significant difference between the productivity of highly cohesive
and low cohesive groups.
confirmed Hypothesis 1.
are shown in Table 9.

The null hypothesis was accepted which
The ANOVA results relevant to Hypothesis 1

The ANOVA of the total scores is shown in

Table 10.
A significant interaction between cohesiveness and climate
would provide evidence that the organizational climate, open or
closed, interacted with the degree of cohesiveness present in faculty
groups to affect the productivity of such groups differentially.

No

such interaction was predicted, and the F ratio of 0.78 indicates
that no significant interaction between cohesiveness and organiza
tional climate existed.
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 states that the variance in productivity among
highly cohesive faculty groups will be significantly greater than the
variance in productivity among low cohesive faculty groups.

To test
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Table 9
Analysis of Variance— Cohesiveness

Source of

Sums of

variation

squares

Degrees
of

Mean

F

square

ratio

freedom

Cohesiveness (B)

0.0598

1

0.0598

0.01

B X C

3.6387

1

3.6387

0.78

Error

149.8638

32

4.4632

* p < .05
** p < .01
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Table 10
Analysis of Variance— Total Scores

Source of

Sums of

variation

squares

Degrees
of

Mean

F

square

ratio

freedom

Treatment (A)

5.4586

Cohesiveness (B)

0.0598

1

5.4586

1.17

0.0598

0.01

33.2306

1

33.2306

A X B

8.6330

1

8.6330

1.84

A X C

0.9823

1

0.9823

0.21

B X C

3.6387

1

3.6387

0.78

19.6815

1

19.6815

4.20*

149.8638

32

4.6832

Climate (C)

A X B X C
Error

* £ < .05
** p < .01

7.10**
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this hypothesis, an F ratio was established between the variance
among highly cohesive groups and the variance among low cohesive
groups.
To determine the variance among the highly cohesive groups,
the mean of all the means of the highly cohesive groups was
computed.

Each of the 20 individual group means was then subtracted

from the mean of the means for the highly cohesive groups.
differences were squared and summed.

These

The mean of the highly cohesive

groups was 5.43, and the sum of the squared differences was 87.4216.
An identical procedure was followed using the mean scores of the low
cohesive faculty groups.

The resulting mean of the means was 5.45,

and the sum of the squared differences was 134.3804.
An F ratio was established for the variance among highly
cohesive groups and the variance amdhg low cohesive groups.

The

data resulted in an F ratio of 0.6 with 19 and 19 ,df, indicating
that there was no significant difference between the variance
among highly cohesive groups and the variance among low cohesive
groups.

Since the null hypothesis was accepted, Hypothesis 2 was

not supported.

The results of the ANOVA relative to this hypothesis

are shown in Table 11.
Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 states that the productivity of faculty groups
in schools with open organizational climates will be significantly
greater than the productivity of faculty groups in schools with closed
organizational climates.

The mean number of ideas generated in

structured brainstorming sessions was used as a measure of the
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Table 11

Analysis of Variance— Variability in
Productivity between High and Low
Cohesive Groups

Groups

Mean

Sum of

Degrees

F

squared

of

ratio

differences

freedom

Highly cohesive

5.43

87.4216

19

Low cohesive

5.45

134.3804

19

* £ < .05
** £ < .01

0.6505
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productivity of faculty groups in schools with open and closed
organizational climates.

These productivity scores as shown in

Table 8 were subjected to an ANOVA.

The results of this analysis

are shown in Table 12.
The ANOVA resulted in an J? ratio of 7.10 with 1 and 32 df,
£ < .01.

The hypothesis was confirmed.

The productivity of faculty

groups in schools with open organizational climates was signifi
cantly greater than the productivity of faculty groups in schools
with closed organizational climates.
Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4 states that the productivity of highly cohesive
faculty groups in schools with open organizational climates will be
significantly greater than the productivity of highly cohesive faculty
groups in schools with closed organizational climates.

An orthogonal

comparison of the group means was made to allow definitive testing
of this prediction concerning a linear relationship.
The resulting F ratio indicates whether or not a significant
difference exists between the productivity of highly cohesive
groups in Open Schools and the productivity of highly cohesive
groups in Closed Schools.

The presence of a significant difference

between the productivity of low cohesive groups in Open Schools and
low cohesive groups in Closed Schools was tested in like manner.

These

data are presented in Table 13.
The orthogonal comparison of the productivity of highly
cohesive groups in Open Schools and in Closed Schools, C^: O^C^BjCg),
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Table 12
Analysis of Variance— Organizational Climate

Source of

Sums of

variation

squares

Degrees
of

Mean

I

square

ratio

7.10**

freedom

Organizational
climate (C)
Error

* p < .05
** p < .01

33.2306

1

33.2306

149.8638

32

4.6832
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Table 13

Orthogonal Comparisons of Means— Cohesiveness
and Organizational Climate

Means

B1G1

B1G2

B2C1

B2C2

6.641

4.215

5.959

4.739

% of treat Degreesi Mean

Source of

Sums of

variation

squares • ment sums

F

of

square

ratio

of squares
due to
source

V

<Bicr Bic2>

°2* » 2V
V

B2C2>

29.4270

79.7

1

29.4270

6.2836*

7.4420

20.1

1

7.4420

1.5890

0.0624

0.2

1

0.6240

0.0133

36.9314

100.0

3

12.3104

2.6286

32

4.6832

(B1C1B1°2B2C1B2°2

Treatments
Error

* p < .05
** p < .01

149.8638
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resulted in an F ratio of 6.2836 with 1 and 32 df,

< .05.

This

ratio supports the hypothesis that highly cohesive groups produce at
a significantly greater level in Open Schools than highly cohesive
groups in Closed Schools.

It was noted that over 79% of the treatment

sums of squares was due to this source.
A second orthogonal comparison of the means of low cohesive
faculty groups in Open Schools and in Closed Schools, C^i (®2Cl”B2C2^’
resulted in an F ratio of 1.5890 with 1 and 32 ^f.

No significant

difference was found, and no significant difference was predicted
between these two linear combinations.
Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 5 states that the productivity of faculty groups
permitted a direct participation mode will be significantly greater
than the productivity of faculty groups permitted an indirect
participation mode.

To test this hypothesis, the data representing

the measurement of the dependent variable were subjected to ANOVA.
An J? ratio of 1.17 with 1 and 32 df resulted.

This ratio indicated

that no significant difference existed between the productivity of
faculty groups allowed a direct participation mode and faculty groups
allowed an indirect participation mode.
Hypothesis 5.

These data did not support

The treatment effect and interactions are shown in

Table 14.
The interaction between participation mode and cohesiveness,
A X B, was analyzed using ANOVA.

An F ratio of 1.84 with 1 and 32 df

indicated that there was no significant interaction between treatment
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Table 14
Analysis of Variance— Treatment

Source of

Sums of

variation

squares

Degrees
of

Mean

F

square

ratio

freedom

Treatment (A)

5.4586

1

5.4586

1.17

A X B

8.6330

1

8.6330

1.84

A X C

0.9823

1

0.9823

0.21

19.6815

1

19.6815

4.20*

149.8638

32

4.6832

A X B X C
Error

* P

< .05

** £ < .01
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and cohesiveness.

No Interaction was predicted.

The Interaction between participation mode and climate, A X C,
was analyzed using ANOVA.

An F ratio of 0,21 with 1 and 32 jdf

indicated that there was no significant interaction present between
treatment and organizational climate.

No interaction was predicted.

The interaction among participation mode, organizational
climate, and cohesiveness, A X B X C, was analyzed using ANOVA.

An

F ratio of 4.20 with 1 and 32 jdf, jj < .05, indicated that a signifi
cant interaction existed among these variables.

Although there was

no significant interaction between treatment and cohesiveness or
treatment and climate, there was a significant interaction among
the three variables, as shown in Figure 2.

Low cohesive groups in

Closed Schools produce at a higher level when experiencing indirect
rather than direct participation.

Conversely, low cohesive groups

in Open Schools produce at a higher level when experiencing a direct
participation mode rather than an indirect participation mode.

In

Open Schools, low cohesive groups produce more when they participate
directly, while in Closed Schools, low cohesive groups produce more
when they participate indirectly.

This interaction is significant,

but was not predicted.
Hypothesis 6
Hypothesis 6 states that the productivity of highly cohesive
groups permitted a direct participation mode will be significantly
greater than the productivity of highly cohesive faculty groups
permitted an indirect participation mode.

An orthogonal comparison

was made to test the prediction concerning this linear relationship,
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Produc'
tivity
scores
8

High Cohesiveness/
Open Climate

- Low Cohesiveness/
Open Climate v

6

5

High Cohesiveness/
Open Climate

Low Cohesiveness/
^Closed Climate
s^Low Cohesiveness/
Open Climate
High Cohesiveness/
Closed Climate

4 - Low Cohesiveness/.
Closed Climate
High Cohesiveness/
Closed Climate
"*
3

2

1

0
Direct treatment

Fig. 2.

Indirect treatment

Treatment X Cohesiveness X Climate.
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If the resulting F ratio showed a significant difference, it would
indicate that highly cohesive faculty groups produce at a higher
level when allowed to participate directly than when allowed to
participate indirectly.
The orthogonal comparison of the means of highly cohesive
groups participating directly and highly cohesive groups participating
indirectly, C^: (AjBj-Aj B^), resulted in an F ratio of 2.97 with 1 and
32 jlf. This ratio indicated that there was no significant difference
in the productivity of highly cohesive faculty groups allowed to
participate directly as opposed to the productivity of those allowed
to participate indirectly.

The hypothesis was not supported.

The

difference which did exist, although not significant, was in the
direction of indirect participation.
of the one predicted.

This direction is the opposite

These data are shown in Table 15.

The orthogonal comparison of the means of low cohesive groups
participating directly and low cohesive groups participating indirectly,
Cg! (AJB2-A2B2), resulted in an F ratio of 0.0385 with 1 and 32 df.
This ratio indicated that there was no significant difference in the
productivity of low cohesive groups allowed to participate directly
as opposed to the productivity of those groups allowed to participate
indirectly.

No hypothesis was made concerning such a relationship.
Hypothesis 7

Hypothesis 7 states that the productivity of faculty groups
in schools with open organizational climates, permitted a direct
participation mode, will be significantly greater than the productivity
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Table 15

Orthogonal Comparisons of Means— Participation
Mode and Cohesiveness

Means

A B
1 1

A B
1 2

A B
2 1

A B
2 2

4.594

5.444

6.262

5.254

Source of

Stuns of

7o of treat Degrees

variation

squares

ment sums
of squares

of

Mean

F

square

ratio

freedom

due to
source

^1" ^1®1~^2^1^
C2: (A1B2-A2B2)

13.9110

80.00

1

13.9110

2.9700

0.1805

0.01

1

0.1805

0.0385

3.3524

19.99

1

3.3524

0.7158

17.4439

100.00

3

5.8146

1.2415

32

4.4632

C3: (AiBiA2BiA1B2A2B2
Treatments
Error

* p < .05
** p < .01

149.8638
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of faculty groups in schools with closed organizational climates,
permitted an indirect participation mode.

An orthogonal comparison,

C^: (AjCj-AgCg), was mac*e t0 test the prediction concerning this
linear relationship.

If the resulting

ratio showed a significant

difference, it would indicate that faculty groups in Open Schools
allowed to participate directly would produce at a significantly
greater level than faculty groups in Closed Schools allowed to
participate indirectly.
The orthogonal comparison of the means of groups in Open
Schools participating directly and groups in Closed Schools partici
pating indirectly resulted in an F ratio of 1.2545 with 1 and 32 df.
This ratio indicated that there was no significant difference in
the productivity of faculty groups in Open Schools participating
directly and the productivity of faculty groups in Closed Schools
participating indirectly.

The hypothesis was not supported.

An orthogonal comparison, C^: (A^C^-A^C^), was made of the
means of faculty groups in Open Schools allowed indirect participation
and faculty groups in Closed Schools allowed direct participation.
This comparison resulted in an F ratio of 7.0078 with 1 and 32 df,
jj

< .05.

This result was not hypothesized.

The ^F ratio indicated

that faculty groups in Open Schools participating indirectly
produce at a significantly greater level than faculty groups in
Closed Schools participating directly.

The percentage of the

treatment sums of squares due to this source was 82.59%.
data are presented in Table 16.

These
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Table 16

Orthogonal Comparisons of Means— Participation
Mode and Organizational Climate

Means

V l

V 2

V l

A2C2

6.087

3.951

6.513

5.003

Source of

Sums of

% of treat Degrees Mean

variation

squares

ment sums

of

of squares

freedom

square

I
ratio

due to
source

^1’ ^l^l”^2^2^
C2: (A^-AjCg)

5.8752

14.81

1

5.8752

1.2545

32.8192

82.59

1

32.8192

7.0078*

0.9796

2.46

1

0.9796

0.2091

39.7367

100.00

3

13.7185

2.8283

32

4.6832

C3: (A1C1A2C2'

a2ciaic2)
Treatments
Error

* p < .05
** p < .01

149.8638
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Hypothesis 8

Hypothesis 8 states that the productivity of highly cohesive
faculty groups permitted a direct participation mode in schools with
open organizational climates will be significantly greater than the
productivity of highly cohesive faculty groups permitted an indirect
participation mode in schools with closed organizational climates.
An orthogonal comparison, C^: (AjB^Cj-A2BjC2), was made to test this
prediction concerning the linear relationship.

If the resulting

F ratio showed a significant difference, it would indicate that
highly cohesive groups participating directly in Open Schools would
produce at a significantly greater level than highly cohesive
groups participating indirectly in Closed Schools.
The orthogonal comparison of the means resulted in an F ratio
of 0.3067 with 1 and 32 df.

This ratio indicated that there was no

significant difference in the productivity of highly cohesive groups
participating directly in Open Schools and the productivity of
highly cohesive groups participating indirectly in Closed Schools.
This hypothesis was not supported.

Orthogonal comparisons of

these means are shown in Table 17.
An orthogonal comparison, C2: (AjBjCj-AjBjCj ), was made of
the means of highly cohesive faculty groups in Open Schools partici
pating indirectly and the means of highly cohesive groups in Closed
Schools participating directly.

This comparison resulted in an

F ratio of 8.9473 with 1 and 32 jlf, £ < .01.

This significant

F ratio indicates that highly cohesive faculty groups in Open Schools
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Table 17

Orthogonal Comparisons of Means--Participation
Mode, Cohesiveness and Organizational
Climate

Means

W2

¥ i ci

A2B1C2

5.262

3.926

8.020

4.500

A1B2C1

A1B2C2

Wl

A2B2C2

6.912

3.976

5.006

5.500

¥

ic i

Source of

Sums of

% of treat Degrees Mean

variation

squares

ment sums

of

of squares

freedom

square

F
ratio

due to
source

Cl: (A1B1C1'

VlS

1.4364

2.19

1

1.4364

41.9020

63.90

1

41.9020

8.9473**

21.5502

32.86

1

21.5502

4.6015*

0.3067

C2: ^^2BlCl"
A1B1C2
C3: (AiB2C1A1B2C2)
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Table 17 (continued)

Source of

Sums of

% of treat Degrees

variation

squares

ment sums

of

of squares

freedom

Mean

F

square

ratio

due to
source

(^21*202“

®4:

W i
c5=
Treatment
Error

* p < .05
** p < .01

0.617

0.96

1

0.0617

0.1317

0.0624

0.09

1

0.0624

0.0133

65.5680

100.00

4

16.3764

32

4.6832

149.8638

3.4968*
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participating indirectly produced at a significantly greater level
than highly cohesive groups in Closed Schools participating directly.
This source accounted for 63.9% of the treatment sums of squares.
An orthogonal comparison, C^: (AjBgC^-AjBgC^, was made of
the productivity means of low cohesive groups in Open Schools
participating directly and low cohesive groups in Closed Schools
participating directly.

This comparison resulted in an F ratio

of 4.6015 with 1 and 32 jlf, jj < .05.

This ratio indicated that a

significant difference existed between the productivity of low
cohesive groups^permitted direct participation in Open Schools and
low cohesive groups permitted direct participation in Closed
Schools.

The two groups similar on the two variables of treatment

and cohesiveness reacted differently concerning production when the
organizational climate differed.
A fourth orthogonal comparison, C^: (A^B^C^-A^B^C^), was
made of the productivity means of low cohesive faculty groups in
Closed Schools participating indirectly and the productivity means
of low cohesive groups in Open Schools participating indirectly.
This comparison resulted in an J? ratio of 0.1317 indicating that
there was no significant difference between the productivity of low
cohesive groups participating indirectly in either Closed Schools
or Open Schools.

Chapter 5
Discussion and Conclusions
In this field experiment, the relationship of organizational
climate, cohesiveness, and participation mode to the productivity
of formal faculty groups was investigated.

The main effects of

these three variables on productivity and the various linear
relationships as they affect productivity were predicted in eight
hypotheses.
In Chapter 5, the findings of the investigation are discussed
and conclusions are drawn concerning these findings.
implications of the investigation are discussed.

Finally,

The discussion

and conclusions are presented under the following headings:
(a) Cohesiveness and productivity— main effect; (b) Cohesiveness,
climate, and productivity— linear relationship; (c) Cohesiveness-variability among groups; (d) Organizational climate and pro
ductivity— main effect; (e) Participation mode and productivity—
main effect; (f) Participation mode, cohesiveness, and
productivity— linear relationship; (g) Participation mode, climate,
and productivity--linear relationship; (h) Participation mode,
cohesiveness, climate, and productivity— linear relationship;
(i) Interactions; and (j) Implications of the study.
Cohesiveness and Productivity— Main Effect
The overall productivity of highly cohesive formal faculty
groups was not significantly greater than the productivity of low
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cohesive formal faculty groups In this Investigation.

This finding

supports the results of other empirical investigations which have
shown that highly cohesive groups possess powerful norms which may
encourage behavior by group members either to decrease or increase
production.

The norms of low cohesive groups do not have the

strength to force conformity of production level which leads to
an average level of production for these groups.

When the production

of highly cohesive groups possessing high production standards and
the production of highly cohesive groups possessing low production
standards are collectively compared with low cohesive groups with
weak norms and ineffectual sanctions, there is no significant differ
ence between the overall productivity of high and low cohesive
groups.
It is concluded that the mere fostering of high cohesiveness
per se among faculty groups is a questionable administrative technique.
Evidence supports the prediction that all other things being equal,
which they rarely are, highly cohesive groups will not produce at a
greater level than low cohesive groups simply because they are highly
cohesive.

The danger is ever present that high cohejsivfeness induced

in faculty groups by a zealous administrator may lead the group to
direct its energies in a counterdirection rather than toward school
goal attainment.

The productivity of highly cohesive groups is

impossible to predict.

If differentiated levels of productivity

exist between high and low cohesive faculty groups, some other
contributing factor or factors are probably present in the
situation.
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School administrators who foster highly cohesive faculty
groups with the expectation of increased productivity are implement
ing a simplistic solution to solve a complex problem.

Organizational

dysfunction could result.
Cohesiveness. Climate, and Productivity—
Linear Relationship
The productivity of highly cohesive faculty groups in Open
Schools was significantly greater than the productivity of highly
cohesive groups in Closed Schools.

This finding indicates that

if faculty groups are highly cohesive, administrators will probably
be able to harness the human energy of such groups in the direction
of higher production if the organizational climate of the school is
open as opposed to closed.

Highly cohesive groups, possessing the

power to enforce conformity to production norms, tended to encourage
higher production levels in Open Schools than similar highly
cohesive and powerful groups encouraged in Closed Schools.

The

organizational climate affected the direction of the norm of
productivity of highly cohesive groups.

School administrators

whose faculty groups are highly cohesive enhance the probability
of higher productivity when they nurture an open rather than a
closed organizational climate.
When the linear relationship of the productivity of low
cohesive groups in both Open Schools and Closed Schools is examined,
this previously stated finding takes on more importance.

No signifi

cant difference was found in the productivity of Low Open and Low
Closed groups.

This finding lends evidence to the theory and research
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which holds that highly cohesive groups can control the productivity
of groups by norms which sanction increased or decreased productivity
while low cohesive groups do not possess this capacity to enforce
conformity to weaker group norms.
Cohesiveness— Variability among Groups
No significant difference was found between the variability
among highly cohesive groups and the variability among low cohesive
faculty groups.

This finding contradicts the finding of Seashore

(1954) concerning the variability of production among high and
low cohesive industrial work groups.

No definitive conclusions

or implications are derived from this result.
Organizational Climate and Productivity—
Main Effect
The productivity of formal faculty groups in schools with
open organizational climates was significantly greater than the
productivity of similar groups in schools with closed organizational
climates.

The single factor of climate appeared to influence

productivity significantly.
The belief of Halpin and Croft (1963) that open climates
in schools are more desirable than closed climates is supported by
this finding.

High productivity by faculty groups is inextricably

linked to educational goal attainment.

The findings of Seashore

(1954), that groups who perceive the company as supportive produced
at a greater, though not significantly greater, level than groups
who failed to perceive the company as supportive,are supported.
This finding is considered the most important resulting from
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this investigation.

If faculty groups in Open Schools produce at a

greater level than faculty groups in Closed Schools, this finding has
vital implications for school administrators.

The principal may not

be the sole creator of the organizational climate of his school, but
it would seem plausible to assume that he add his behavior are major
contributing factors.

Given this potential to manipulate the

organizational climate, an effective administrator would wish a
climate in which faculty groups would tend to be highly productive.
The results of this study indicate strongly that an Open School
organizational climate is more apt to foster a high level of
productivity than a closed climate.

An administrator might well have

as his goal the establishment and maintenance of such a climate.
Participation Mode and Productivity—
Main Effect
In this investigation, the productivity of formal faculty
groups experiencing the opportunity to participate directly in
decision making was not found to be significantly greater than that
of faculty groups participating indirectly in decision making.

To

a degree, this finding contradicts the results of industrial studies
which indicated productivity was higher when workers were permitted
any mode of participation with the highest productivity occurring
when groups participated directly rather than indirectly.

It should

be noted that the treatment in this study consisted of two participa
tion modes, direct or indirect.

No group was established which did

not participate to some degree in decision making.

The nature of

brainstorming, the measurement process used to measure productivity
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In this study, prevented the formation of such groups.

The act of

taking part in such a brainstorming session constituted participation
to some degree.
Participation Mode. Cohesiveness, and
Productivity— Linear Relationships
The results of this investigation indicated that the pro
ductivity of highly cohesive faculty groups participating directly
was not significantly greater than the productivity of highly cohesive
faculty groups participating indirectly.

The direction of the existing

difference in productivity among the two highly cohesive treatment
groups is of interest even though the difference itself was not
significant.

Highly cohesive faculty groups who participated

indirectly produced at a somewhat higher level than highly cohesive
groups who participated directly.

This evidence, although weak, is

contradictory to the research conducted concerning the use of
participation in industry.

Using industrial work groups, the direct

participation mode was found to be related to higher productivity
than the indirect participation mode.
Concerning low cohesive faculty groups, no significant
difference was found between the productivity of those participating
directly and those participating indirectly.

The productivity of

these two low cohesive groups was extremely similar, irrespective
of the direct participation mode and indirect participation mode
treatments.

When compared with the immediately preceding result,

this finding lends support to the idea that highly cohesive groups
can enforce conformity to group norms.

Low cohesive groups are not
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able to direct the energies of their members with such strength.
A conclusion which can be made from the results of this study
is that no simplistic relationship exists between the mode of partici
pation in decision making by formal faculty groups and the productivity
of such groups, both high and low cohesive groups.

Much more

investigation is required into the effects of various modes of
participation on the productivity of faculty groups.
Participation Mode. Climate, and
Productivity— Linear
Relationships
The results indicated that the productivity of faculty groups
in Open Schools participating directly was not significantly greater
than that of faculty groups in Closed Schools participating indirectly.
It is possible that the positive effect of the open climate, as
opposed to a closed climate, was offset by the negative effect of
direct participation, as opposed to indirect participation.
An examination of the productivity of faculty groups in Open
Schools participating indirectly and faculty groups in Closed Schools
participating directly supports this possibility as groups in the
Open Indirect situation produced at a significantly greater level
than groups in the Closed Direct situation.

The productivity of

faculty groups was affected positively by open climate and by indirect
participation, but negatively by closed climate and direct participa
tion.
An implication seems to be contained in these results for
administrators of schools with closed organizational climates.

Such
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administrators might realize a lower group productivity by suddenly
allowing teachers direct participation in decision making than would
administrators in Open Schools where faculty groups are permitted
indirect participation.

Is it possible that the dichotomy of an

opportunity for direct participation and the presence of a closed
climate is confusing and dysfunctional to faculty groups?
Participation Mode. Cohesiveness. Climate,
and Productivity— Linear Relationships
The productivity of highly cohesive faculty groups partici
pating directly in Open Schools was not found to be greater than the
productivity of highly cohesive faculty groups participating
indirectly in Closed Schools.

This prediction may have been unsup

ported because of the operation of the same factors which may have
accounted for the lack of support for the preceding prediction.

The

positive factor of an open climate may have again been offset by the
negative factor of direct participation, while in the other group
the negative factor of a closed climate may have again been offset
by the positive factor of indirect participation.
The Golembiewski model as seen in Figure 1 was not totally
supported by the results of this study.

Given high cohesiveness and

open climate, this model predicted that direct participation "is
usually associated with" high productivity, while given high cohesive
ness and closed climate, indirect participation "is usually associated
with" low productivity.

This hypothesized relationship was not

supported.
The model also allows for the possible prediction that high
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cohesiveness, open climate, and indirect participation "may be
associated with" high productivity.

This possible prediction,

although not hypothesized by the investigator, has support in the
findings of this study.
The model by Golembiewski emphasizes by its structure
the power of participation mode, direct and indirect, to affect the
level of productivity.

The findings in this study indicate that

the organizational climate, either open or closed, is a much more
powerful influence on the productivity of formal faculty groups
than is the mode of participation.
Further light was shed on the relationship when an
examination was made of the productivity of highly cohesive
faculty groups in Open Schools participating indirectly and the
productivity of highly cohesive faculty groups in Closed Schools
participating directly.

The results of this second comparison

indicated that highly cohesive faculty groups in Open Schools
participating indirectly produced more than similar groups in
Closed Schools participating directly.

This difference was found at

a highly significant level.
The findings indicated that low cohesive groups in Open
Schools participating directly produced at a significantly greater
level than low cohesive groups in Closed Schools who also participated
directly.

This lends support to the results of the investigation of

the main effects of the two organizational climates, open and closed.
These two groups produced at different levels when participation mode
and cohesiveness were held constant and only organizational climate
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differed.
Interactions
No significant interactions were predicted and the inter
actions of treatment and cohesiveness, treatment and climate, and
cohesiveness and climate were all insignificant.

A significant

triple interaction among treatment, cohesiveness, and climate was
found.

This interaction was not predicted making any conclusions

drawn from the interaction extremely tentative.

Low cohesive

groups in Open Schools produced more when they participated directly,
but in Closed Schools similar groups produced more when they
participated indirectly.

In Open Schools, highly cohesive groups

produced more when they participated indirectly while low cohesive
groups produced more when they participated directly.
Implications for Administrative Practice
The results of this investigation indicate that organiza
tional climate is a vital factor affecting the level of productivity
of formal faculty groups.

Open organizational climates are related

to greater productivity by faculty groups.

This implies that educa

tional administrators should exert their efforts toward creating or
causing to be created organizational climates which may be
characterized as "open." The emphasis on teacher and educational
accountability demands that administrators do everything within their
authority and power to increase teacher productivity.

Is not

administrator productivity directly related to teacher productivity?
There are many motivations for the institution of change in
organizational climate from more closed to more open.

The literature
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on organizational behavior is replete with arguments for more open
climates to foster human dignity and worth, to improve morale, to
cause worker satisfaction, and to cause worker self actualization.
This study did not investigate the effects of organizational climate
on the personal dimension of the organization; it investigated the
effects of organizational climate on the institutional dimension
of the organization.

Human considerations cast aside, although

literally this is impossible, administrators who seek goal
attainment must foster open organizational climates for the most
basic reason of all, open organizational climates are related to
higher formal faculty group productivity.

What consideration could

be more fundamental to an organization and to an administrator than
goal attainment?
Implications may be found in this study for the primary role
definition of administrators.

A lack of agreement concerning the

primary role of the principal is to be found in the literature.
Business manager, public relations expert, financial manager,
disciplinarian, and instructional leader are a few examples of these
basic role titles.

Perhaps the role of a creator or manager of

the organizational climate is the most viable prime role for a
public school administrator in the 1970s.
A cautionary note is sounded to the administrator who
abruptly attempts to permit faculty groups to participate directly
in decision making.

The possibility exists that this could result

in decreased productivity particularly in a Closed School.

Groups

forced to participate too greatly and too suddenly may experience
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a reaction which might be called "participation shock." Dysfunction
in the organization and decreased productivity might be the result
of this shock.

Participation by faculty groups in decision making

should probably be instituted gradually as the organizational climate
gradually evolves toward the open end of the continuum.

All change in

human behavior tends to be slow, even that which provides groups with
greater power and activity.

It should be noted that opportunity for

participation is an integral part of the composition of the climate
of the organization.

Participation mode and climate are not complete

entities.
The administrator who fosters highly cohesive faculty groups
with the expectation of increased group productivity may be
unpleasantly surprised.

The organizational climate is one influential

factor on the behavior of highly cohesive faculty groups.

The

administrator of an Open School who encourages group cohesiveness
will probably tend to realize positive results from such a procedure.
The administrator of a Closed School who encourages group cohesiveness
may be committing administrative and organizational suicide.
Implications for Research
Any implications from the results of this study must be drawn
with various limitations clearly in mind.

Conclusions may be made

concerning this sample population of elementary school formal faculty
groups and like groups only.

The OCDQ used to measure organizational

climate is currently under examination for possible revision in light
of the social changes of today, the results of empirical investigation,
and advanced computer techniques.

The- assumption that faculty group
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productivity in brainstorming sessions and group productivity in the
daily school environment are the same cannot necessarily be made.

No

conclusions may be made concerning productivity over a span of time,
given the varying conditions of treatment, cohesiveness, and climate.
As was noted earlier, only one school of the nine designated as an
Open School actually had the profile of an Open School.

All others

so designated were the most open of the sample population of
schools.
Direction for future research has been indicated by the
results of this study.

Further research into the participation mode

which accounts for the greatest increase in group productivity should
be accomplished.

Is it possible that some faculty groups prefer to

participate indirectly as opposed to directly?

Are some teachers

satisfied with the amount of direct participation in decision making
which they experience within the daily classroom and school inter
actions with students and teachers?

Are they decisionally saturated?

Are the time and energy demands of teaching so great that faculty
groups reject direct participation in favor of indirect participation
as they resist or fear further commitment of time and effort?

Are

teachers in Closed Schools psychologically ready for direct participa
tion?

Likert (1958) has cautioned us that the degree of participation

should be greater than is expected, but within the capacity of the
person to respond effectively.

Optimal as opposed to maximum degree

of participation may be related to group productivity.
Does the role perception of faculty groups for the adminis
trator and for themselves as a group affect the degree to which groups
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desire to participate in decision making?

Do faculty groups perceive

themselves as having a direct role or indirect role in decision making?
Are personality factors and decisional opportunities other contributing
factors to the effects of differing degrees of participation on the
productivity of faculty groups?
Research designed to answer these questions and many other
questions must be accomplished before any conclusions can be made
concerning the relationship between degree of participation and
productivity of faculty groups.

It seems doubtful at this time that

the relationship is a simple one.
Concerning organizational climates, more research should be
undertaken to reveal possible means by which organizational climates
can be changed from the closed to the open end of the continuum.
The change process is slow and complicated by many significant
factors; therefore, more long term case studies of individual change
attempts should be accomplished.
Studies documenting attempts to cause change in administrative
behavior and change in organizational climate through media of
consultants and administrative workshops should be accomplished.
These studies would be longitudinal in nature because of the very
nature of instituting change in human behavior.
The empirical investigation of the behavior of workers in
industry offers impetus to research into the bhhavior of educators,
but the behavior of the two groups may not be similar under similar
conditions.

Is it possible that the factors which motivate groups

of industrial workers are different from those which motivate groups
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of teachers?

Does the generally higher educational level of teachers

affect their behavior causing it to be different from the behavior of
workers in industry who are generally less educated?

Teachers work

in relative isolation from their formal faculty group much of the
time while industrial employees work in a more collective atmosphere
much of the time.

Does the predominant work situation, individually

or group oriented, tend to affect the product of collective activities
of teachers differently than it affects the group activities of
industrial workers?
Other variables affecting the productivity of faculty groups,
perhaps as potent or more potent than cohesiveness, need to be
investigated.

Teachers, even though members of relatively cohesive

faculty groups, may be forced individually to certain levels of
productivity by individual personality factors or motivations, even
when they act in a group situation.
The empirical investigation of human behavior in educational
organizations, as it affects the productivity of teachers, is in its
beginning stages.

Through improved theory and research, the factors

related to the productivity of formal faculty groups will be determined.
This knowledge will aid educational administrators as they seek to
increase teacher productivity.

If we are to realize the goal of

quality education for all in the American public schools, a high
level of teacher productivity is vital.

Appendices

Appendix A
Directions to Principals for the OCDQ
March 7, 1973

Inside this envelope there are copies of a questionnaire
each with an attached envelope.

Please ask each one of your regular

classroom teachers, grades K-6, to complete a questionnaire and
return it sealed in the attached white envelope to the person you
have designated in your school.

The questionnaire can be completed

in approximately 15-20 minutes.

Full directions to your teachers

are attached to each questionnaire.

As is specified in these

directions, teachers DO NOT sign their names to these questionnaires
or to the envelopes.

The response should be anonymous.

When all the sealed envelopes have been returned in your
school, please place them in this original large envelope and
return them via Pony Express to E. Daly in care of the School Board
Office.

This address has been written on the envelope underneath

this letter.

It would be greatly appreciated if all responses are

returned no later than March 16.
An extra copy of this questionnaire has been included for
your information.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
/s/ Mrs. Elizabeth A. Daly
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Appendix B
"Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire"

A. W. Halpin and D. V. Croft
The items in this questionnaire describe typical behaviors
or conditions that occur within an elementary school organization.
Please indicate to what extent each of these descriptions charac
terizes YOUR SCHOOL. Please do not evaluate the items in terms of
"good" or "bad" behavior, but read each item carefully and respond
in terms of how well the statement describes YOUR school.
The descriptive scale on which to rate the items is printed
at the top of each page.

(Omitted on subsequent pages of this

reproduction by writer.)

Please read the instructions which describe

how you should mark your answers.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to secure a description
of the different ways in which teachers behave and of the various
conditions under which they must work.

After you have answered the

questionnaire the behaviors or conditions that you have described as
typical by the majority of the teachers in your school will be
examined, and a portrait of the Organizational Climate of your
school will be constructed.
Marking Instructions
Printed below is an example of a typical item found in the
"Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire’’:
1.
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Rarely occurs
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2.

Sometimes occurs

3.

Often occurs

4.

Very frequently occurs

Teachers call each other by their first names.

1

2

(5)

4

In this example the teacher marked alternative three to show that the
interpersonal relationship described by this item "often occurs" at
his school.

Of course, any of the other alternatives could be

selected, depending upon how often the behavior described by the item
does, indeed, occur in your school.
Please mark your responses clearly, as in the example.
PLEASE BE SURE THAT YOU MARK EVERY ITEM.
Since your anonymous response is desired, please do NOT
write your name anywhere on this form.

Seal the completed question

naire in the attached envelope which has been marked with a red
circle and return the envelope to the person who distributed them
in your school.

Thank you.

1. Teachers' closest friends are other faculty
members in this school.
2.

4

1 2

3

4

1 2

3

4

1 2

3

4

1 2

3

4

Teachers spend time after school with

students who have individual problems.
4.

3

The mannerisms of teachers at this school are

annoying.
3.

1 2

Instructions for the operation of teaching

aids are available.
5. Teachers invite other faculty to visit them
at home.
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6.

There is a minority group of teachers who

always oppose the majority.
7.

Extra books are available for classroom use.

8.

Sufficient time is given to prepare

1 2

administrative reports.

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

3

4

9. Teachers know the family background of
other faculty members.
10.

Teachers exert group pressure on non-

conforming faculty members.
11.

In faculty meetings, there is a feeling of

"let's get things done."
12.

Administrative paper work is burdensome at

this school.
13.

Teachers talk about their personal life to other

faculty members.
14.

Teachers seek special favors from the

principal.
15.

School supplies are readily available for

use in classwork.
16.

Student progress reports require too much

work.
17.

Teachers have fun socializing together

during school time.
18.

Teachers interrupt other faculty members who

are talking in staff meetings.
19.

Most of the teachers here accept the faults

1 2
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of their colleagues.
20.

1 2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

1 2

3

4

1 2

3

4

Teachers have too many committee require

ments .
21.

There Is considerable laughter when teachers

gather Informally.
22.

Teachers ask nonsensical questions In

faculty meetings.
23.

Custodial service is available when needed.

24.

Routine duties interfere with the job of

teaching.
25.

Teachers prepare administrative reports by

themselves.
26.

Teachers ramble when they talk in faculty

meetings.
27.

Teachers at this school show much school

spirit.
28.

The principal goes out of his way to help

teachers.
29.

The principal helps teachers solve personal

problems.
30.

Teachers at this school stay by themselves.

31.

The teachers accomplish their work with great

vim, vigor and pleasure.
32.

The principal sets an example by working hard

himself.
33.

The principal does personal favors for

teachers.

34.

Teachers eat lunch by themselves In their

own classrooms.
35.

The morale of the teachers is high.

36.

The principal uses constructive criticism.

37.

The principal stays after school to help

teachers finish their work.
38.

Teachers socialize together in small select

groups.
39.

The principal makes all class-scheduling

decisions.
40.

Teachers are contacted by the principal each

day.
41.

The principal is well prepared when he speaks

at school functions.
42.

The principal helps staff members settle

minor differences.
43.

The principal schedules the work for the

teachers.
44.

Teachers leave the grounds during the school

day.
45.

Teachers help select which courses will be

taught.
46.

The principal corrects teachers1 mistakes.

47.

The principal talks a great deal.

48.

The principal explains his reasons for
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criticism to teachers.

49.

1 2

53.

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

3

4

Faculty meetings are organized according to

a tight agenda.
Faculty meetings are mainly principal-

report meetings.
59.

The principal tells teachers of new ideas he

has run across.
60.

Teachers talk about leaving the school
1 2

system.
61.

2

Teachers work together preparing adminis

trative reports.

58.

4

The principal is in the building before

teachers arrive.

57.

3

The principal runs the faculty meeting like

a business conference.

56.

2

School secretarial service is available for

teachers' use.

55.

4

The principal looks out for the personal

welfare of teachers.

54.

3

The rules set by the principal are never

questioned.
52.

2

Extra duty for teachers is posted

conspicuously.
51.

4

The principal tries to get better salaries for

teachers.
50.

3

The principal checks the subject matter

ability of teachers.

62.

The principal is easy to understand.

63.

Teachers are informed of the results of a

supervisor's visit.
64.

1 2

3

1 2

3

1 2

3

1 2

3

The principal insures that teachers work to

their fullest capacity.

Reprinted with permission of The Macmillan Company from Theory and
Research in Administration by Andrew W. Halpin.
Andrew W. Halpin, 1966.

Copyright by

Appendix C
Index of Cohesiveness
NAME

FACULTY GROUP:

DIRECTIONS:Check the appropriate

GRADE(S)_______

line or block to indicate your

response to the following questions concerning your faculty group,
as circled.

(1-2, 3-4, 5-6)

Please seal your response in the

attached envelope and return it to the person designated to collect
them in your school.
1.

Do you feel that you are really a part of your faculty group?

(1-2, 3-4, 5-6)
_____

Really a part of my faculty group

_____

Included in most ways

_____

Included in some ways, but not in others

______

Do not feel that I really belong

_____

Do not work with any one group of people

2. If you

had a chance to perform the same teaching job,

at the

same grade level, as part of another faculty group, how would you
feel about moving to another school?
_____

Would want very much to move

_____

Would rather move than stay where I am

_____

Would make no difference to me

_____

Would rather stay where I am than move

_____

Would want very much to stay where I am

3. How does your faculty group (1-2, 3-4, 5-6) comparewith
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other faculty groups at your school on each of the following:

The way teachers get along
together

The way teachers stick
together

The way teachers help each
other on the job

Better

About the

Not as

than

same

good

most

as most

as most

Appendix D
Directions to Principals for the Index of Cohesiveness

March 7, 1973

This envelope contains a questionnaire and an attached,
addressed envelope for each of your regular classroom teachers
grades 1-6.

No questionnaires have been provided for your kinder

garten teachers.

The questionnaire requires approximately five

minutes to complete.

The completed questionnaire should be placed in

the attached white envelope, sealed, and returned to the person so
designated by you in your school.
When all the sealed envelopes have been returned in your
school, please place them in this original large envelope and return
them via Pony Express to E. Daly in care of the School Board Office.
This address has been written on the envelope underneath this letter.
It would be greatly appreciated if all responses are returned no
later than March 16.
An extra copy of the questionnaire has been included for
your information.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
/s/ Mrs. Elizabeth A. Daly
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Appendix E
Arrangements for the Brainstorming Sessions
Approximately three weeks before the experimental treatments
began, the researcher attended a meeting of the elementary
principals where she explained that Bhe or her assistant would be
coming to some of the schools to meet with certain faculty groups
in the near future.

No details were given to the principals as to

the purpose or the procedure to be used in the meetings.

The

purpose of this lack of information was to lessen the possibility
of the principals' influencing the behavior of their faculty groups.
The principals were requested not to be present during these
meetings.
Several weeks prior to the first brainstorming sessions,
the researcher personally contacted by phone each principal of a
school where brainstorming sessions were to be held.
date, and faculty groups involved were specified.

The exact time,

These telephone

arrangements were followed by a written reminder to each principal
one week prior to the visit to his school.
Each brainstorming session was held in a classroom or the
school library in order to lessen the likelihood of interruption.

No

person other than the researcher or assistant and the designated
faculty group was in the room during any brainstorming session.
Both investigators purposefully arrived at the school and specified
classroom only several minutes before the scheduled time to lessen
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the possibility of questions by the principal or the teachers as to
the purpose of the meeting.

In most cases, principals allowed the

investigators to introduce themselves with no reference being made
to any previous questionnaire or to any research study.

The faculty

groups believed that the investigators were from the school system.
At no time prior to the sessions or directly after the sessions,
were any principals or teachers told the real purpose of sessions.
This procedure eliminated the opportunity for any principal or
teacher to influence the quantity of ideas generated by any
faculty group.

Few questions were asked by any groups or principals

before, during, or after the sessions.

Appendix F

Verbal Instructions Given in Brainstorming Sessions
The following verbal instructions were given to each of the
40 formal faculty groups as an introduction to the brainstorming
session:
Good afternoon.

My name is Elizabeth Daly (or Robin Copp).

Thank you for coming so promptly to this meeting this afternoon.
Teachers are often tired at this time of day, so first of all,
let me assure you that we will be finished in approximately
20 minutes.
Now let me tell you the purpose of this brief meeting.
The administration of the school system has some important
decisions which they will probably need to make within the next
few months.

The people making these decisions would like your

assistance in making these decisions.

You can assist by

suggesting alternative ideas and solutions.
Before you hear the problem, let me explain the group
procedure we will be using this afternoon.
storming.

You may be familiar with this innovative technique

for solving problems.
following:

It is called brain

Basically brainstorming involves the

first there must be a problem.

We have a problem and

it will be presented to you in just a few minutes.

Alternative

ideas or solutions to the problem are suggested by you.

The

offering of imaginative and even wild ideas is encouraged as
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experience with brainstorming in the business world has shown
that often wild ideas will stimulate the suggesting of other
ideas.

In other words, the more ideas the better as

quantity seems to cause quality.

As soon as an idea comes to

mind, speak right out.
Now for the most important and unique part of brainstorming,
ideas are not evaluated or criticized by anyone during the
brainstorming.

All ideas are briefly jotted down by a recorder

in the group to be evaluated at a later time.
as the recorder for this group today?

Who will act

1 will give you a sheet

on which you may note the ideas.
There is a definite time limit, in this case it is 15 minutes.
Basically brainstorming involves any and all ideas, a 15 minute
time limit, and no evaluation.

Experience has shown that it

is extremely difficult to refrain from evaluating or criticizing
ideas during brainstorming.

One of the teachers in another

group suggested that a sign might help to remind everyone that
no evaluation should take place.
is for her.

This sign saying "No evaluation"

If you wish to move your chairs closer together

and face each other it may help you as you have only 15
minutes.
After the independent variable was manipulated as detailed
in Appendix H.

The directions for each session continued as fol

lows :
The school administration urges you to generate as many
ideas as possible.

The problem is stated at the top of this
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sheet which I will give to the recorder.
to you.

1 will read it aloud

It is possible that a Federal grant will be awarded

to the school system within the next few months.

Under one

section of this grant, $15. per pupil will be awarded to indi• s.

vidual schools to be spent according to the specific needs of
each school.

How do you feel this money could be spent in

your school to increase the quality of education available to
your students?
I will start to time the brainstorming now.
minutes.

You have 15

Appendix 6
Tally Sheet
School_______

PROBLEM:

Grade levels

It is possible that a Federal grant will be awarded to

this school system within the next few months.

Under one section of

this grant, $15. per pupil will be awarded to individual schools to
be spent according to the specific needs of each school.

How do you

feel this money could be spent in your school to increase the quality
of education available to your students?
1.
2

.

3.
4.
5. _________________________________________________________

6. ___________________________________________________
7. _________________________________________________________

8

. __________________________________

9. _________________________________________________________
10.

__________________________________________________

11.
12 .

.

__________________________________________________

13.

■

14. _________ ^
____________________________ ’
_____________ .
15.
147

148
16.

17.
18.
19.
20

.

21

.

22.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
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42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Appendix H
Manipulation of the Independent Variable
Formal Faculty groups experiencing the direct participation
mode treatment during the brainstorming sessions were given the
following information just prior to the statement of the problem:
Before you hear the problem, you should know something
important.

At a later meeting you will select one of your

group to represent this group at a system-wide conference of
teachers, supervisors, and principals.

Your ideas will be

presented by your representative during large brainstorming
and discussion sessions.

Out of these discussions will come

decisions concerning the expenditure of Federal grant money in
this school system.
The faculty groups experiencing the indirect participation
mode treatment in the brainstorming sessions were given the informa
tion just prior to the statement of the problem:
Before you hear the problem, you should know something
important.

The principal will be asked at a later date to take

your ideas to a system-wide conference of principals and super
visors.

At this conference the principal will present the

ideas during large brainstorming and discussion sessions.

Out

of these discussions will come decisions concerning the expen
diture of Federal grant money in this school system.
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Purpose
The purpose of the investigation was to determine the rela
tionship of cohesiveness, organizational climate, and participation
mode to the productivity of formal faculty groups. Eight hypotheses
predicted the relationship of these three factors to productivity,
the effect of specific linear relationships on productivity, and the
ratio of variability between high and low cohesive groups. Theoretical
bases included Field Theory, the "participation hypothesis," and A
Model of the Small Group by Golembiewski. Relevant research included
laboratory and industrial studies conducted by sociologists and
psychologists. Previous studies indicated that open climates and
direct participation were related to high productivity. High cohe
siveness was related to either high or low productivity as influenced
by other factors.
Method
In this field experiment a 2 X 2 X 2 factorial design, fixed
model, was used. Cohesiveness was measured by Seashore's Index of
Cohesiveness altered for the purpose of this study. Climate was
measured by the "Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire"
(Halpin & Croft, 1963). The active independent variable was partici
pation mode, direct or indirect. After the assigned variables of
cohesiveness and organizational climate had been measured, 40 formal
faculty groups were selected as the population on the basis of these
criteria. Groups were assigned at random to the experimental groups
and to treatment. Productivity was measured by the mean number of
ideas generated by brainstorming sessions.
Findings and Conclusions
Results supported the hypothesis that the productivity of high
and low cohesive groups would be similar. The productivity of groups
in Open Schools was greater than that of groups in Closed Schools.
This latter relationship held for highly cohesive groups, but not for
low cohesive groups. This finding indicated that highly cohesive
groups have greater power to influence member behavior than do low
cohesive groups. The hypothesis that groups participating directly
would produce at a higher level than those participating indirectly
was not supported. Groups in Open Schools participating indirectly
produced at a higher level than groups in Closed Schools participating
directly. This relationship held for highly cohesive groups, but not
for low cohesive groups.
The major finding of this study is that organizational climate
is a powerful force influencing group productivity. The mode of group
participation and the degree of cohesiveness are incidental to produc
tivity unless climate is considered. One factor related to high
group productivity of formal faculty groups is an open organizational
climate.

